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Resumen 
 
Software-Defined Networking (o Redes Definidas por Software) es un nuevo 
paradigma que tiene como objetivo simplificar la creación y gestión de redes 
de ordenadores. El desacoplamiento entre el control de la red y el plano de 
reenvío propuesto por esta arquitectura permite el control de todo el 
comportamiento de la red mediante un elemento lógico centralizado, llamado 
controlador. Esta separación de los planos abre la puerta a la virtualización de 
redes, proporcionando a los usuarios una abstracción lógica de los recursos 
de red subyacentes. Sin embargo, la virtualización de red requiere de una fase 
de asignación de los recursos virtuales a los recursos físicos, que no es trivial 
y que se conoce formalmente como el problema de incrustación de redes 
virtuales. 
 
El presente documento se centra en el desarrollo de una variante de una de 
las estrategias propuestas para resolver este paso crítico, dando prioridad a la 
respuesta en tiempo real. El algoritmo propuesto utiliza las propiedades 
ofrecidas por el marco matemático de Paths Algebra (o Álgebra de Caminos) 
para proporcionar un entorno flexible donde es posible combinar cualquier 
número de métricas lineales y no lineales. Además, también utiliza la 
ordenación multi-léxica, un criterio para distinguir mejor aquellos caminos que 
podrían ser considerados equivalentes por otros enfoques. 
 
Este algoritmo se ha implementado como una aplicación de software que 
proporciona un entorno de simulación en el que se puede probar el proceso de 
incrustación de redes virtuales para cualquier topología. Posteriormente, se 
han comprobado todas las características del algoritmo mediante un conjunto 
de pruebas de rendimiento, priorizando aquellas orientadas al compromiso 
entre la respuesta en tiempo real y la calidad de las soluciones de 
incrustación. En general, los resultados de las pruebas son muy prometedores 
incluso en topologías de redes troncales densamente pobladas, donde el 
número de caminos alternativos entre cada posible nodo origen y destino 
crece exponencialmente. 
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Overview 
 
Lately, the emerging paradigm of Software-Defined Networking has grown in 
presence and claims to simplify future networking. The decoupling of network 
control and forwarding plane proposed by this architecture allows the control of 
the entire network behavior by means of a logically centralized software 
program (controller). Such separation of planes opens the way to Network 
Virtualization, which provides users a logical abstraction of underlying network 
resources. However, network virtualization requires a mapping phase of the 
virtual resources over the physical resources, which is not trivial, formally 
known as the virtual network embedding problem. 
 
The present document focuses in the development of a variant of one of the 
proposed strategies to solve this critical step, prioritizing the real-time 
response. The proposed algorithm uses the properties offered by the Paths 
Algebra mathematical framework to provide a flexible environment where it is 
possible to combine any number of both linear and non-linear metrics. In 
addition, it is also used the multi-lexical ordination, a criterion to better 
distinguish paths that may be considered equal by other approaches. 
 
Such algorithm has been implemented as a software application that provides 
a simulation environment where the virtual network embedding process can be 
tested for any given topology. Subsequently, all the algorithm features have 
been checked in a set of performance tests, focusing on those oriented to the 
commitment among the real-time response and the quality of the embedding 
solutions. In general, testing results are very promising even in densely 
populated backbone topologies, where the number of alternative paths among 
each possible pair of origin and destination nodes grows exponentially. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
In the last years, Software-Defined Networking architecture has arisen as one of 
the most promising of the possible future architectures for computer networks. 
The proposed decoupling of network control and forwarding plane opens the 
way to improve the programmability of networks, allowing the creation of more 
sophisticated policies and making configurations easier to set up, manage, 
troubleshoot and debug. In particular, one of its primary use cases, the Network 
Virtualization; aims to create a logical view of network resources, providing 
virtual abstraction of the forwarding plane. 
 
Such separation implies the necessary existence of mechanisms to map the 
virtual networks over their physical counterparts. The solution to the embedding 
problem, as it is formally known, is still a critical issue of this architecture. 
Among the possible embedding techniques to face it, this work proposes a real-
time oriented variant of a previously developed algorithm based on the Paths 
Algebra framework. The main strengths of this mathematical framework are the 
possibility of combining both linear and non-linear metrics as well as the 
definition of a new criterion to choose the best among paths considered equal 
by other approaches. 
 
The main objective of the present project is the development a software 
application able to simulate the operation of that embedding algorithm, 
prioritizing the real-time response and taking full advantage of the flexibility 
provided by the Paths Algebra framework.  
 
The second objective of this project is to test the performance of the application, 
testing as well the validity of the proposed algorithm in which it is based. Most of 
the performance tests have been realized over a simulation of GÉANT network, 
the European research network, because it offers a real backbone network 
topology and also because its performance details are accessible for 
researchers. 
 
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In the first chapter, an 
introduction to Software-Defined Networking is provided, focusing in its 
architecture and showing some of its implementation initiatives. 
 
Chapter two describes the concept of virtualization, its benefits and its 
drawbacks as well as its appliance to networks. In addition, it includes the 
definition of the virtual network embedding problem and the proposed solutions 
to face it. 
 
On the third chapter, the Paths Algebra framework is presented, focusing on its 
mathematical structure and properties. In this chapter there is also the definition 
of the proposed real-time oriented virtual network embedding algorithm based 
on such framework, as well as an illustrative example of how to apply it.  
 
The fourth chapter focuses on the description of the structure of the application 
developed to implement the proposed virtual network embedding algorithm. In 
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this section the theoretical complexity associated to the most critical steps of the 
algorithm is calculated. 
 
Chapter five provides a brief example of the software operation, followed by the 
detailed results of the performance tests realized over the application.  
 
Chapter six concludes the document, summarizes the contributions, and 
presents possible future lines of development.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO SOFTWARE-DEFINED 
NETWORKS 
 
1.1. Definition 
 
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is an emerging architecture that decouples 
the network control and the forwarding plane, enabling the network control to 
become directly programmable and the underlying infrastructure to be 
abstracted for applications and network services [1, 2]. 
 
Traditional networks merge both planes in each network element (routers and 
switches), giving network administrators a reduced vision of the overall network 
state and a very little opportunity to manage and increase data flow efficiency 
across the network as a whole. 
 
The decoupling of control and forwarding planes isn't a new concept. It is a key 
feature of MPLS and it is also a characteristic of some Wi-Fi networks [3]. 
However, if SDN is looked at strictly as the decoupling of the network control 
plane from the network forwarding plane, then its value is limited to features 
such as reducing network latency [4, 5]. 
 
The main goal of SDN is to allow network administrators to quickly and easily 
make and apply decisions on how the physical routers and switches of the 
forwarding plane will handle the traffic, prioritizing, de-prioritizing or even 
blocking specific types of packets with a very granular level of control. This is 
achieved through the development of high-level control programs in contrast to 
conventional networks, where network operators must code functionality in 
terms of low-level device configuration. 
 
So, the SDN architecture follows a three leveled layer structure, where the 
application layer interacts with the control layer and this with the physical layer 
through the southbound and northbound interfaces. 
 
In SDN, the southbound interface is the protocol specification (e.g. OpenFlow) 
whose main function is to enable communication between the SDN controller 
and the network nodes (both physical and virtual switches and routers) so that 
the router can discover network topology, define network flows and implement 
requests relayed to it via northbound APIs. The northbound interface describes 
the area of protocol-supported communication between the controller and 
applications or higher layer control programs. 
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Fig. 1.1 Software-Defined Networking structure 
 
 
1.2. OpenFlow 
 
OpenFlow is an open communications protocol that acts on Layer 2 of the OSI 
model and provides the first standard communications interface defined 
between the control and forwarding layers (southbound API) of an SDN 
architecture [6]. 
 
Initially developed at Stanford University, the v1.0 was published at the end of 
2009 and the v1.1 at the beginning of 2011. In March of 2011, the Open 
Networking Foundation (ONF) was created and the intellectual property rights of 
OpenFlow were transitioned to it [7]. The ONF is a user-driven organization 
dedicated to promotion and adoption of software-defined networking through 
open standards development.  
 
With this goal in mind, the OpenFlow standard has been highly promoted and 
has achieved a high popularity. Proof of it is the fact that several established 
companies including IBM, Google, and HP have either fully utilized, or 
announced their intention to support the OpenFlow standard and by early 2012, 
Google's internal network ran entirely on OpenFlow [8, 9, 10]. 
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1.3. SDN without OpenFlow 
 
OpenFlow has generated a great interest as a solution to the implementation of 
the Software-Defined Networking architecture, so much that sometimes 
OpenFlow is confused with SDN. 
 
An OpenFlow network requires an OpenFlow controller and a network switch 
vendor that supports the protocol. However, networking vendors are hesitant to 
provide this feature in its products. Companies such as Cisco, Nicira and 
VMware posit that SDN is about network programmability, not necessarily 
OpenFlow. It is worth noting that all of these companies are actively involved in 
the development of OpenFlow through the Open Networking Research Center 
and the Open Networking Foundation. So while each company wants to 
promote and maintain its own approach to SDN to differentiate, they are all 
keeping OpenFlow SDN in the mix. 
 
Moreover, some developers have proposed other solutions to implement SDN, 
some of them based on well-known standards [11]: 
 
1.3.1. SNMP 
 
Simple Network Management Protocol [12, 13] is a basic element of network 
management. Among its active management tasks, SNMP can be used to 
modify and apply a new configuration through remote modification of 
configuration information. However, the lack of uniformity on vendor products 
makes difficult for customers to integrate it on management systems apart from 
monitoring purposes [14, 15]. 
 
1.3.2. Netconf 
 
The IETF's Netconf is designed to reduce the programming effort involved in 
automating device configuration. Netconf uses XML to configure devices and to 
more efficiently control the state and configuration data stored on devices. 
 
1.3.3. Virtualization software APIs 
 
APIs in hypervisors and other virtualization software, such as VMware's 
vSphere, virtualize server, storage and network resources, and aggregate and 
allocate them on demand to applications. They include tools to define resource 
pools and business rules for service levels, and to automate the enforcement of 
service levels to ensure application availability, performance, security and 
scalability. 
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1.3.4. BGP 
 
Some vendors, such as Juniper, have identified BGP (Border Gateway 
Protocol) [16] as a potential SDN tool that can enable the network 
programmability promised by SDN [1, 2]. In this approach, the controller uses 
BGP as a control plane protocol and leverages Netconf as a management plane 
protocol to interact with physical routers, switches and networking services like 
firewalls [17].  
 
This solution enables SDN to exist in a multi-vendor environment without 
requiring infrastructure upgrades, reducing network complexity and integrating 
SDN systems with the existing business logic and processes built around years 
of experience with BGP, MPLS, etc. All these properties results in an interesting 
expense savings in network infrastructure, one of the principal interests for 
network operators. 
 
Part of the work carried out in this thesis consisted in setting up a SDN-capable 
BGP testbed, as described in Annex III.  
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CHAPTER 2. NETWORK VIRTUALIZATION 
 
2.1. Definition 
 
One of the primary use cases of SDN is Network Virtualization, which aims to 
solve networking challenges around agility, resource utilization and on-demand 
cloud deployments. 
 
In general, the virtualization of a resource can be defined as the ability to 
simulate a hardware platform in software. Basically, all the functionality is 
separated from the hardware and simulated as a “virtual instance”, with the 
ability to operate just like the traditional, hardware solution would.   
 
When applied to a network, virtualization creates a logical software-based view 
of the hardware and software networking resources (switches, routers, etc.) 
[18]. The physical networking devices are simply responsible for the forwarding 
of packets, while the virtual network provides an intelligent abstraction that 
facilitates the deployment and management of network services and underlying 
network resources. As a result, Network Virtualization (NV) can align the 
network to better support virtualized environments. 
 
2.2. Benefits and drawbacks 
 
Of course, the virtualization has an immediate cost: there must be some host 
hardware in order to support the virtual instances of the resources. However, 
this is not a critical drawback given that this hardware can be general, off-the-
shelf platforms. In addition, a single hardware platform can be used to support 
multiple virtual instances, which are easy to spin up or down as needed. As a 
result, a virtualized solution is typically much more portable, scalable and cost-
effective than a traditional hardware-based solution. 
 
Particularly, NV can be used to create virtual networks within a virtualized 
infrastructure. This enables Network Virtualization to support complex 
requirements in multitenant environments since it can deliver a virtual network 
within a virtual environment that is truly separate from other network resources.  
In these instances, NV can separate traffic into a zone or container to ensure 
traffic does not mix with other resources or the transfer of other data. For 
example, a physical router can run several virtual routers in a completely 
isolated way: although they share resources (interfaces, CPU, memory, etc) 
they are completely independent, and each one can be used or configured by a 
different manager or organization without interference between them.  
 
Over the past decade, the adoption of virtualization technologies has arisen at 
an accelerated rate to take advantage of the efficiencies and agility of software-
based compute and storage resources. However, it is only recently with the true 
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decoupling of control and forwarding planes (like the provided by SDN), that 
Network Virtualization has received the final boost for its implementation. 
 
2.3. Virtual Network Embedding 
 
Once the Network Virtualization process is finished and in order to make an 
efficient use of the underlying network resources, it is necessary to apply an 
effective Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) technique [19]. The VNE problem 
mainly consists in mapping the Virtual Network Requests (VNR) received in the 
physical network resources. 
 
In the formal description of the VNE problem, the physical or Substrate Network 
(SN) is represented as a directed graph where the vertices (V) are the physical 
network nodes and the arcs (A) represent the SN links: 
 
 
        (2.1) 
  
  
Likewise, each VNR to be mapped is represented by its own directed graph that 
also consists in a set of vertices (nodes) and arcs (links). In general, for the nth 
VNR: 
 
           (2.2) 
  
  
The mapping process is composed by two phases: a virtual node mapping and 
a virtual link mapping. In the first one, each virtual node of a VNR is assigned to 
a physical node of the SN whose resources can make room for its demands. 
This process is represented by the node mapping function  : 
 
 
        (2.3) 
  
  
Similarly, the second stage handles the mapping of the links that connect virtual 
nodes to the paths in the physical network that can suit the demanded 
resources. The function   represents this process: 
 
 
         (2.4) 
  
  
where 2P consists of all sets of directed paths in the SN. If   is able to map a 
virtual link to a set with more than one element, this allows solving the VNE 
problem with the use of multipath routing (i.e. a single virtual link can be 
mapped to multiple SN paths). Otherwise, the result is the SN path used to 
allocate the virtual link. Both functions cannot exceed the resources of either a 
node or a link in the SN.  
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Fig. 2.1 Embedding of two Virtual Networks over a Substrate Network 
 
 
An optimal embedding is then the result of the node and link mapping functions 
that satisfies all the above restrictions and additionally reaches a given 
optimization objective (e.g. maximize the spare resources in a SN). However, 
since the general embedding problem is known to be NP-hard and 
computationally intractable, the problem space is usually restricted to provide 
approximate solutions like the obtained through heuristic algorithms.  
 
Generally, the algorithms solving the VNE problem are divided in two groups:  
 
 Offline algorithms: are characterized for taking a given set of VNRs together 
with the description of a SN and find a near optimal embedding solution for 
these requests. This kind of approach provides good results with regard to 
optimality, but it does not consider a dynamic arrival process of the VNRs 
(i.e. each VNR arrives at a different time and must be mapped in real time). 
 
 Online algorithms: take VNRs on a FIFO input queue and redistribute virtual 
resources as the requests arrive. This kind of approach aims to better work 
with high dynamicity, but it usually returns less optimal solutions. 
 
Finally, the overall difficulty of the VNE problem is increased when the 
resources in the SN are described by different sets of parameters or have 
widely varying attributes. Adapting algorithms to support that assumption 
remains an open issue. 
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CHAPTER 3. PATHS ALGEBRA 
 
3.1. Paths Algebra framework 
 
3.1.1. Definition 
 
The Paths Algebra (PA), provides a new generic mathematical framework 
whose basic principle is the multidimensional lexical ordering, a new criteria to 
distinguish paths considered equivalent by previous approaches [20, 21]. The 
PA can also be defined by the following mathematical structure: 
 
 
 
(3.1) 
 
 
where   is the set of m adopted routing metrics,   is the set of k metrics 
combination functions,    is the set of binary operations named syntheses and  
 is a multidimensional lexical ordering relation. 
 
3.1.2. Routing metrics 
 
In general, any attribute or characteristic that, according to an optimization 
strategy, is analysed while looking for the best path in a network can be 
adopted as a routing metric. In the formal definition, the routing metrics are 
defined as: 
 
 
 
(3.2)  
 
 
where    is the set of metric values and  
  is the set of weights assigned to 
each link associated to the metrics. 
 
Some of the most used metrics are the spare CPU and memory for nodes, and 
the delay, the bandwidth and the percentage of losses for links. However, all 
metrics are associated as link weights to the SN, even when they represent a 
node characteristic. For example, when a packet traverses a network going 
from a node A to a node B, it will be processed by both CPUs and flow through 
the link connecting both nodes. In this case, the spare CPU that is considered a 
node metric is treated as a link metric. Extending this concept, all metrics can 
be artificially assigned to the link connecting each pair of nodes. 
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3.1.3. Metrics combination functions 
 
In order to address the multi-constraint routing problem,   is defined as the set 
of k metrics combination functions where k is the number of routing constraints. 
Applying the metrics combination functions on the weights of any edge 
produces a vector of combined-metrics, named cost function. There are no 
restrictions on how the metrics are combined, nor about the number of metrics 
plus cost functions to be used in a specific VNE problem. Of course, applying 
metric combinations implies calculation costs that vary depending on the 
complexity of the performed combination. 
 
3.1.4. Synthesis 
 
A synthesis is a set of binary operations applied on the values of the links 
combined metrics along a path to obtain a resulting value that characterizes this 
path, as far as the constraint imposed by the combined metric is concerned. So 
far, the set of operations that may be used to define a synthesis is restricted to: 
addition, multiplication, maximization and minimization. In addition, the 
synthesis to be used in each case is metric dependent. For example, to 
evaluate the path delay, it must be added the delay of the links that are part of 
the path; while to evaluate the path spare bandwidth capacity, it is necessary to 
find the minimum of the links spare bandwidth. 
 
The proposed syntheses are named lexical because the binary operations aim 
at obtaining a multidimensional weight-word. If the routing algorithm is mono-
constraint, only one value is obtained as the synthesis, but if the routing 
algorithm is multi-constraint, with k constraints, then k values are obtained. The 
weight-word has as many letters as the path’s number of arcs: 
 
 
               
 
 (3.3) 
  
 
where the letter S1 corresponds to resulting value of the synthesis applied to the 
whole path; the letter S2 corresponds to resulting value of the synthesis applied 
to the sub-path obtained by dropping out the last arc and so on, up to the last 
letter Sj, which corresponds to the resulting value of the synthesis applied to the 
sub-path made of only the first arc. When the letters from Sn to Sj (where n > 1) 
are not retained as the synthesis result, then it is called an abbreviation. 
 
3.1.5. Path ordination 
 
Given two paths named A and B connecting the same pair of source-destination 
network nodes, path B is considered more optimized than or equivalent to path 
A, if and only if: 
 
 
             (3.4) 
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where  stands for multidimensional lexical ordering. Therefore, the 
multidimensional lexical order relation establishes an ordering relation and 
prioritization among the k constraints. 
 
The type of ordination to be used for each constraint is dependent on the 
operations used to define the synthesis. For example, the lexical ordinations of 
the addition and minimum operations are treated as a ≥, while the lexical 
ordination of the maximum operation is treated as a ≤.  
 
When the paths ordination is performed, syntheses letters are examined from 
the highest priority to the lowest priority synthesis. When two paths are 
considered equivalent up to the current letter, then it is inspected the next letter 
of the same synthesis (if it exists), or the first one of the next synthesis. The 
existence of more than one letter in the paths resulting weight-words allows for 
a tiebreak criterion for paths whose first letters are identical. In addition, the 
existence of more than one weight-word in the multidimensional weight-word 
allows for a tiebreak criterion for paths whose first weight-words are identical. In 
this sense, it must be noted that when abbreviations are used, the process is 
faster (due to it has to perform less comparisons) at cost of consider equal two 
paths that are not equivalent when no abbreviation is applied. 
 
As an example, consider the case of the delay (metric) without any combination 
of metrics. The total delay of a given path can be calculated as the addition 
(synthesis) of the delay of the links that are part of such path. Then, the lexical 
ordination to be applied in formula 3.4 is ≥ given that a path B is considered 
more optimized than or equal to path A if and only if            , i.e., overall 
delay of path B is better if this is equal to or lower than overall delay of path A. 
 
3.2. Paths Algebra based Virtual Network Embedding 
 
3.2.1. Introduction 
 
The Paths Algebra framework provides a technique to obtain a multi-constraint 
routing based on a custom set of linear or nonlinear restrictions. This capability 
makes PA a very powerful and flexible tool to solve the link mapping phase of 
the VNE problem. 
 
In particular, one of the strategies [22, 23] developed to face the VNE problem 
uses the results of the LADN -constraint routing algorithm [21] (based on PA) to 
map each virtual network request in the best compliant paths. Such algorithm 
was mainly focused to off-line operation, applying a static paths exploration 
phase previous to the start of the simulation. However, this approach does not 
allow facing network changes (as the unexpected failure of a link or a router), 
which are quite common in real networks. In this work, it is proposed a variant 
of such strategy that adapts its operation to be compatible to real-time 
simulation. 
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3.2.2. LADN definition 
 
LADN stands for Loop Avoidance by the Destination, and is characterized by its 
capability of finding all the possible loop-free paths between any pair of nodes in 
the SN and organizing them based on an unlimited number of constraints or 
combination of constraints. 
 
The LADN is composed of four stages. In the first phase, all the paths between 
each pair of SN nodes are discovered. After that, the algorithm selects only the 
cycle-free paths. Once the second phase is finished, all the remaining paths are 
characterized based on the defined link parameters. Finally, in the last phase, 
the paths are ordered according to the defined metrics and priorities.  
 
3.2.3. A working example 
 
In order to illustrate the operation of the PA-based strategy to solve the VNE 
problem, next is included an example of its application. This example is based 
on the examples found in the works of Botero et al. [22, 23].  
 
Figure 3.1 shows the topology and network attributes of the Substrate Network. 
The three metrics defined in the SN topology are the spare CPU for nodes and 
the bandwidth and delay for the links between them. In this case, the values are 
dimensionless because they are only used to provide a basis over which apply 
the calculations. In a real environment, it is important to establish a common 
measure for each metric to avoid magnitude confusions.  
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Fig. 3.1 Substrate Network 
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Figure 3.2 shows a pair of Virtual Network Requests to be applied onto the SN. 
The node names of the VNR are the corresponding on the SN as it is assumed 
that nodes have been already mapped. 
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Fig. 3.2 Virtual Network Requests 
 
 
The attributes on the requests are the needed resources in the SN in order to 
allocate each VNR. In particular, the virtual links attributes are the requested 
bandwidth and the requested link delay, which refers to the maximum delay 
allowable when the virtual link is mapped. Regarding virtual nodes attributes, 
two types of CPU resource requests have been defined. On the one hand, the 
CPU capacities requested for each terminal node in the VNR are defined. On 
the other hand, the hidden hop (HH) CPU capacities requested for hidden 
nodes are defined on virtual links. The hidden hops metric [22, 23] refers to the 
intermediate nodes of a directed path in the SN that is mapping a specific virtual 
link of a VNR. A hidden hop entails a resource demand because it has to 
perform packet forwarding of the traffic that will pass through this virtual link. 
 
Figure 3.3 shows the embedding of a virtual network request over a substrate 
network. As it can be observed, virtual terminal nodes α and β are allocated on 
their substrate counterparts. However, the virtual link that connects both nodes 
does not exist in the substrate network and so is mapped on the pair of links 
that connect α – γ and γ – β. Therefore, node γ is considered a hidden hop in 
the virtual path α – β. Given that node γ must forward the traffic that traverses it 
from α to β, some CPU capacity of node γ has to be devoted to such activity, 
reducing the available CPU capacity in that node. 
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Fig. 3.3 Terminal and Hidden Hop CPU requests 
 
 
It must be taken into account that total CPU requested is understood as the 
capacity demanded by the whole VNR, independently of the number of times 
the node is used (as terminal or hidden) by the SN assignment. In addition, it is 
also important to note that there are different types of demands in the VNR. 
Some resources lessen when virtual link requests are being assigned, and 
some others do not. Bandwidth and CPU demands are subtracted from the SN 
resources each time a virtual link is mapped, while delay remains unchanged 
after a virtual link mapping. Delay acts as a constraint: a SN path with a delay 
greater than the indicated in the virtual link request cannot be used to map it. 
 
Once the scenario is defined, the first step of the process is to select the 
optimizing objectives, which will condition the metrics set. In this example, the 
objectives to be fulfilled are: 
 
 Assign the largest number of virtual networks to the substrate network. 
 Maximize the global spare resources in SN, i.e., the links spare 
bandwidth added to the nodes spare CPU capacity. This objective may 
be fulfilled by mapping each virtual link using the shortest available path. 
 Minimize the path delay. 
 Not apply any abbreviation on the synthesis results. 
 
In order to accomplish those optimization objectives, the set of metrics must be 
composed by the number of hops between nodes, the delay, the spare BW and 
the spare CPU. Note that the order of the metrics establishes the priority order 
of the metrics, which may be formally written as: 
 
  
                       (3.5) 
  
 
Given that the selected metrics are enough informative for the example 
purposes, it is not necessary to propose any metric combination function. The 
set of metrics combination functions can be expressed as: 
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                         (3.6) 
  
 
As it has been explained in previous sections, the set of operations that 
compose the synthesis is metric-dependant. Since both the total number of 
hops and the total delay are calculated as the sum of the contributions of the 
links that make up the final path, the operation associated with these two 
metrics is the addition operation. However, for BW and CPU metrics, the 
associated operation is the minimum given that it allows find the bottleneck of 
the path. The synthesis is then described as: 
 
 
                     (3.7) 
  
 
As a direct consequence of the synthesis selection, the multidimensional lexical 
ordering is established. For the additive operation, a path A is considered worse 
than or equal to a path B if the weights of A are bigger than or equal to B (e.g. in 
the number of hops metric, a longer path is considered worse). Similarly, in the 
case of the minimum operation, a path A is also worse than or equal to a path B 
if A weights are bigger than or equal to B weights. So, the multidimensional 
lexical ordering is: 
 
 
           (3.8) 
  
 
After that, assuming that the VNR are received in order, VNR #1 is tried to be 
allocated first and then VNR #2. The embedding process starts with the division 
of the current VNR (VNR #1) in directed virtual paths with an origin and 
destination. In the case of VNR #1, this leads to the division in two virtual paths: 
(C, D) and (A, C).  
 
Choosing the virtual link (C, D) as the first link to embed, the embedding 
process starts with the first phase of the LADN algorithm, the discovering of 
paths. To do so, all the possible SN paths between the origin and destination 
nodes of the current virtual link are found. Here can be included the second 
phase of the LADN by selecting only the loop-free paths. The obtained loop-free 
set of paths for VNR #1 virtual link (C, D) is: 
 
 
Table 3.1 VNR #1 virtual link (C, D), Origin-Destination paths exploration 
 
(Source, Destination) Path Set 
(C, D) (C, D), (C, A, D), (C, B, A, D) 
 
 
Once the path exploration is finished, the next step is to apply the synthesis on 
the weight metrics of the obtained SN paths (evaluate path phase of the LADN 
algorithm).  
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In this example, the first metric is the number of hops and its synthesis 
operation is the addition. In order to calculate the first letter of the resulting 
weight-word, there must be added the total number of SN links between the 
origin and destination nodes. To calculate the rest of the letters of the weight-
word, it is necessary to apply successive abbreviations to the path, subtracting 
the last link in each iteration. For example, in the case of path (C, B, A, D), the 
first letter is 3 because there are three links between origin and destination 
nodes ((C, B), (B, A) and (A, D)). Subtracting the last link (A, D) in the first 
iteration, there only remain two hops, which mean that the second letter is 2. 
Finally, if the link (B, A) is also eliminated in the second iteration, only the first 
link remains, obtaining that the third letter of the weight-word is 1.  
 
The second metric is the delay, and its synthesis calculation is also the addition. 
For the calculation of the first letter of the weight-word the delay of the links 
comprising the path is added. As in the previous metric, the calculation of the 
rest of letters is obtained by applying abbreviations to the paths and adding only 
the delay values for the remaining links. Taking path (C, B, A, D) as an 
example, the first letter would be the addition of the delay of the links (C, B), (B, 
A) and (A, D) that is equal to 500 + 1000 + 500 = 2000. The second letter is 
then equal to 500 + 1000 = 1500 and the third letter to 500. 
 
The third metric is the spare bandwidth and its associated operation is the 
minimum. To calculate the first letter of the weight-word, the requested 
bandwidth for the virtual path is subtracted from the available bandwidth in each 
SN link that is part of the path. Then, the minimum of the obtained values is 
chosen as the first letter. To calculate the following letters, the process is 
repeated but ignoring the current last link for each iteration. For example, in the 
case of path (C, B, A, D), the first letter would be calculated as the minimum 
value of the obtained when subtracting the BW request for this virtual link (70) 
to each one of the links in the path:  
 
 (C, B) = 200 – 70 = 130 
 (B, A) = 100 – 70 = 30 
 (A, D) = 300 – 70 = 230 
 
From the three results, the minimum remaining BW is the corresponding to the 
link (B, A) and so, the first letter is equal to 30. The second letter is the 
minimum among (C, B) and (B, A), that is again 30. Applying the next 
abbreviation, the last letter is 130 because path (C, B) is the only one 
remaining. 
 
The fourth metric, CPU, is also associated with minimum operation. First, all the 
spare CPU values are calculated when the CPU demands are applied to 
terminal and hidden nodes. The first letter is the minimum of this set of values. 
For the next letters, successive abbreviations are applied, finding the minimum 
value in each case. For the case of the path (C, B, A, D), the first and last nodes 
(C and D) are the terminal nodes and the CPU that must be subtracted to each 
one of them is the corresponding to the virtual node requests CPU values 
specified in the VNR. Nodes B and D are the hidden nodes and the CPU 
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request to be applied is the one specified in the HH CPU of the current virtual 
link (15 in this case). The set of calculated CPU values is the following: 
 
 Node C = 100 – 20 = 80 
 Node B = 100 – 15 = 85 
 Node A = 100 – 15 = 85 
 Node D = 100 – 70 = 30 
 
As it can be observed, the minimum value is 30, which is taken as the first letter 
of the weight-word. The second letter is calculated ignoring the value of node D 
and so, it is equal to 80. The last letter is calculated ignoring D and A nodes, 
obtaining a value of 80. 
 
The described calculations are repeated for all the possible SN paths. To 
summarize, the synthesis results for virtual link (C, D) are: 
 
 
Table 3.2 VNR #1 virtual link (C, D) synthesis results 
 
Path # Hops (S1) Delay (S2) BW (S3) CPU (S4) 
(C, D) 1 500 30 30 
(C, A, D) 2; 1 1500; 1000 30; 30 30; 80 
(C, B, A, D) 3; 2; 1 2000; 1500; 500 30; 30; 130 30; 80; 80 
 
 
After obtaining the table with the synthesis results, the last phase of the LADN 
algorithm, path ordination, can start. In this phase it is important to notice which 
kind of metric priorities and abbreviations are going to be applied. In the current 
example, the order of the metrics indicates that the number of hops metric has 
the highest priority, followed by the delay, BW and CPU and in all of them is 
considered the full weight-word without abbreviations.  
 
In the first iteration of path ordination, path (C, D) is chosen as the best path for 
the time being, given that all the metrics are valid (all of them are positive, which 
means that no resource is being allocated over the capabilities of SN resources) 
and that delay is lower than the restriction of 1500 fixed for virtual link (C, D). 
Next, the # Hops synthesis results of path (C, A, D) is compared with the results 
of path (C, D). As the first letter of path (C, A, D) synthesis S1 is worse than in 
the case of path (C, D), path (C, D) is kept as the best choice. Repeating the 
operation among paths (C, B, A, D) and (C, D), it is observed that path (C, D) 
keeps on being the best choice because it is still the shortest path. 
 
Finally, once the best path is chosen, the SN resources can be formally 
assigned. This last step is additional to the LADN algorithm and consists in 
updating the attributes of the SN by subtracting the resources demanded by the 
virtual link. For virtual path (C, D), as the chosen SN path is equal to (C, D), the 
resources updated are: 
 
 Node C spare CPU reduced from 100 to 80 
 Node D spare CPU reduced from 100 to 30 
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 Link (C, D) spare BW reduced from 100 to 30 
 
When the allocation of a virtual link has been successful, the process is 
repeated for the rest of the virtual links in the VNR. If the allocation of a virtual 
link is not possible because there is no SN path that can provide the demanded 
resources, the whole VNR is considered not valid and discarded. If some virtual 
path in the VNR has been assigned before detecting the lack of resources to 
finish the VNR allocation, the requested resources for the virtual link are 
restored to the SN (deallocation of the virtual link). 
 
Applying the path exploration process to the virtual link (A, C) of VNR #1, the 
set of loop-free paths obtained is: 
 
 
Table 3.3 VNR #1 virtual link (A, C), Origin-Destination paths exploration 
 
(Source, Destination) Path Set 
(A, C) (A, C), (A, B, C), (A, D, C) 
 
 
After the path exploration phase, the synthesis results of the obtained SN paths 
are calculated using the described procedure. These results are summarized in 
the table 3.4: 
 
 
Table 3.4 VNR #1 virtual link (A, C) synthesis results 
 
Path # Hops (S1) Delay (S2) BW (S3) CPU (S4) 
(A, C) 1 1000 70 50 
(A, B, C) 2; 1 1500; 1000 70; 70 50; 50 
(A, D, C) 2; 1 1500; 500 170; 270 50; 50 
 
 
As it can be observed, the best path is (A, C) because all its synthesis are valid 
(equal or greater than cero), the provided delay is lower than the restriction for 
this virtual link (2000) and the # Hops synthesis (highest priority metric) is better 
than for the other two paths. Finally, the allocation of the virtual link (A, C) on 
the SN path (A, C) produces the following changes on the available resources 
of the SN: 
 
 Node A spare CPU reduced from 100 to 50 
 Node C spare CPU remains at 80 
 Link (A, C) spare BW reduced from 100 to 70 
 
Notice that the spare CPU of C node has not been updated because it was 
previously updated as terminal link in the virtual link request (C, D), which also 
belongs to the VNR #1. 
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At this point, the whole VNR #1 is allocated on the SN resources. The assigned 
resources will be reserved for this VNR while the lifetime of the request is not 
expired.  
 
Figure 3.4 illustrates the state of the SN resources after the embedding process 
of the VNR #1, where the figures highlighted in red are the new values of 
available spare bandwidth and CPU. Note that when allocating further VNRs, 
the allocated resources must be taken into account in order to avoid 
overallocation. 
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Fig. 3.4 SN resources after VNR #1 allocation 
 
 
As in the case of VNR #1, the embedding process for VNR#2 starts with its 
division in two directed virtual paths: (A, E) and (B, E). Selecting (A, E) as the 
first link to embed, the discovering of loop-free paths provides the following set 
of SN paths: 
 
 
Table 3.5 VNR #2 virtual link (A, E), Origin-Destination paths exploration 
 
(Source, Destination) Path Set 
(A, E) (A, C, E), (A, B, C, E), (A, D, C, E) 
 
 
Once the path exploration has ended, the synthesis results of the obtained SN 
paths are calculated using the same procedure described for previous virtual 
links. The table 3.6 summarizes these results: 
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Table 3.6 VNR #2 virtual link (A, E) synthesis results 
 
Path # Hops (S1) Delay (S2) BW (S3) CPU (S4) 
(A, C, E) 2; 1 2000; 1000 -20; -20 0; 0 
(A, B, C, E) 3; 2; 1 2500; 1500; 1000 10; 10; 10 0; 0; 0 
(A, D, C, E) 3; 2; 1 2500; 1500; 500 60; 110; 210 0; 0; 0 
 
 
Although path (A, C, E) has better weight results in the # Hops metric than the 
other two alternatives, it is invalid because the weight results for BW metric are 
negative. This means that the embedding of this virtual link on this SN path 
would lead to an overallocation of the resources of the physical network. Taking 
the remaining two paths, it can be observed that the # Hops weights are equal 
for both possibilities. Looking at the delay metric weights, both paths are 
restriction compliant (values under 3500) but path (A, D, C, E) presents a better 
value (the lowest as the operation is addition) than path (A, B, C, E) in the third 
letter of the weight-word and so, it is chosen as best path. However, it is 
important to notice that if it were applied an abbreviation (only were used the 
first or the two first letters), both paths would be equivalent for this metric and it 
would be necessary the use of the spare BW metric to break the tie. 
 
Then, the virtual link (A, E) is embedded on the SN path (A, D, C, E) and the 
available resources of the SN are updated: 
 
 Node A spare CPU reduced from 50 to 0 
 Node D spare CPU reduced from 30 to 10 
 Node C spare CPU reduced from 80 to 60 
 Node E spare CPU reduced from 100 to 20 
 Link (A, D) spare BW reduced from 300 to 210 
 Link (D, C) spare BW reduced from 200 to 110 
 Link (C, E) spare BW reduced from 150 to 60 
 
It can be noticed the reduction of the spare BW in all the links that are part of 
the path as well as the application of the hidden hop CPU resource demand on 
the intermediate nodes D and C. 
 
Once the available resources have been updated on the SN, the embedding 
process continues with the path exploration process for the virtual link (B, E) of 
VNR #2. The loop-free set of paths obtained is showed in table 3.7. 
 
 
Table 3.7 VNR #2 virtual link (B, E), Origin-Destination paths exploration 
 
(Source, Destination) Path Set 
(B, E) (B, C, E), (B, A, C, E), (B, A, D, C, E) 
 
 
After that, it is applied the synthesis on the obtained SN paths. The summary of 
the synthesis results is on table 3.8: 
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Table 3.8 VNR #2 virtual link (B, E) synthesis results 
 
Path # Hops (S1) Delay (S2) BW (S3) CPU (S4) 
(B, C, E) 2; 1 1500; 500 40; 180 10; 10 
(B, A, C, E) 3; 2; 1 3000; 2000; 
 1000 
40; 50; 80 -50; -50;  
 -50 
(B, A, D, C, E) 4; 3; 2; 1 3500; 2500; 
 1500; 1000 
40; 80; 80; 
 80 
-50; -50; 
 -50; -50 
 
 
In this case, the shortest path (B, C, E) is the only valid one because the other 
two paths present invalid weights values in the synthesis results, particularly in 
the delay, as the values are bigger than the maximum fixed by the restriction of 
2000 and in the spare CPU because all the values are negative and this implies 
overallocation of resources. Then, the virtual link (B, E) is embedded on the SN 
path (B, C, E) and the available resources of the SN are now: 
 
 Node B spare CPU reduced from 100 to 40 
 Node C spare CPU reduced from 60 to 10 
 Node E spare CPU remains at 20 
 Link (B, C) spare BW reduced from 200 to 180 
 Link (C, E) spare BW reduced from 60 to 40 
 
Remember that node E remains unchanged because its assignment as terminal 
node was performed in the previous virtual link embedding of this same VNR. 
 
Figure 3.5 shows the physical network resources after the embedding of VNR 
#1 and VNR #2, where the figures highlighted in red are the last updates in 
available spare bandwidth and CPU.  
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Fig. 3.5 SN resources after VNR #2 allocation 
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At this point, the allocation of all the VNRs is finished with all the specified 
objectives satisfied. As can be expected, this procedure could continue until the 
assignment of a new VNR was impossible because of the lack of SN resources. 
However, this example couldn’t be considered finished until the deallocation of 
the embedded networks is performed in order to free the reserved resources.  
 
The first step to deallocate a virtual network is to recover the set of SN paths 
that were used to embed each virtual link of this request. Combining the 
resources demands listed in the VNR and the list of SN paths where they were 
allocated, the reserved resources can be returned back to the available SN 
resources by means of adding the VNR resources demands. 
 
Assuming that the expiration time of VNR #1 occurs sooner than the expiration 
time of VNR #2, it will be applied first the deallocation for VNR #1. In the case of 
VNR #1, the virtual links (C, D) and (A, C) were allocated in the SN paths (C, D) 
and (A, C). Adding the VNR resources demands to the corresponding SN 
resources, the deallocation of VNR #1 is finished: 
 
 Node C spare CPU increased from 10 to 30 
 Node D spare CPU increased from 10 to 80 
 Node A spare CPU increased from 0 to 50 
 Link (C, D) spare BW increased from 30 to 100 
 Link (A, C) spare BW increased from 70 to 100 
 
Figure 3.6 shows the state of SN resources after the deallocation of VNR #1, 
where the figures highlighted in green are the resources whose availability has 
increased. 
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 Fig. 3.6 SN resources after VNR #1 deallocation 
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Finally, if VNR #2 is deallocated following the same procedure, SN resources 
are returned to their original values. Notice that consecutive allocation and 
deallocation operations can produce an irregular resource availability that 
makes suboptimal the remaining allocations. In this case, the application of 
backtracks (or re-assignment of allocated resources on more optimal paths) can 
provide a better use of the SN network. However, the implementation of this 
mechanism is not part of the present work. 
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CHAPTER 4. DEFINITION OF THE APPLICATION 
 
4.1. Introduction 
 
The developed application consists in an adaptation of the algorithm defined in 
[22, 23] to implement a Path Algebra based routing algorithm. The main 
objective of the algorithm is to calculate the best possible allocation of the 
virtual network requests received over the resources of a substrate network. 
Here, the “best allocation” concept is conditioned by the set of restrictions 
(called metrics) used, and the order of importance that the user assigns to 
them. So, a different set of metrics or even a different order of the same set of 
metrics can lead to a different solution. In particular, it extends the algorithm to 
be fully real-time oriented, given that the following capabilities are added: 
 
- The possibility to load a scenario and simulate the arrivals of a non-
specified number of virtual network requests. 
- The use of timestamps to control both the start time of the VN reserves 
as well as the duration of those reserves. 
- The avoidance of resources reserve for expired requests. 
- The capability to set customized metrics set for each request. 
- The ability to assign both directions of a bidirectional path over the same 
links. 
- The proper release of resources when the reserve has expired. 
 
4.2. Program structure 
 
In order to allow a real-time operation of the application, the program has been 
structured in four blocks that are executed simultaneously, in a multithread 
environment. The four blocks are: the main block, the reader block, the allocator 
block and the deallocator block, which are described in the next sections.  
 
4.2.1. The main block 
 
The main block runs the main thread, which is in charge of starting the 
environment, loading the configuration and setting up the network simulation. 
Once the scenario is ready, the main thread is used to monitor the proper 
execution of the other three blocks, synchronizing them and leading to a 
controlled end of the application. Along with these functionalities, it also 
generates a network graph of the scenario at the beginning and at the end of 
the simulation, to help the user determine a clear start and end states of the 
network for debugging purposes. Finally, the main thread is also in charge of 
receiving the end-user signals and stops the application, returning the elapsed 
execution time. 
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Fig. 4.1 The program structure 
 
 
4.2.2. The reader block 
 
The main functionality of the reader block is to load the input virtual network 
requests received. To do so, the Virtual Network Request folder is periodically 
listed to detect the appearance of new request files. Once a new request is 
found, the reader thread loads its contents into the input requests buffer and 
destroys the request file. This input buffer is used to store in memory the data of 
the requests pendant of its allocation in the scenario. That input system speeds 
up the application as it minimizes the I/O operations since each input file 
request is only read once. However, this method does not ensure that all the 
received requests are not expired, given that no validation of time requirements 
is done. The control of the validity of the allocated requests is performed in the 
next block: the allocator. 
 
4.2.3. The allocator block 
 
The allocator block manages the assignation of the valid requests to the 
network resources. A request stored in the input buffer is considered valid to try 
to be allocated when its start time has passed or is happening and while the 
duration of the request has not expired yet. Those requests whose start time 
has not passed yet, are not ready to be allocated and are stored until the 
allocating time is reached, while those requests whose start time has passed 
and its duration has expired, are considered invalid and removed from the input 
buffer to free memory. The input buffer is periodically revised and those 
requests considered valid begin the allocation process.  
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The allocation process starts by obtaining the synthesis that must be applied to 
each metric, since each virtual network request contains its own metric set. This 
feature is useful for creating sorting metrics profiles to improve the performance 
of the algorithm depending on the type of traffic routed.  
 
Once this step is finished, each virtual network request is divided in virtual path 
requests. For each one of those virtual path requests, a path exploration is 
performed in order to obtain a subset of the possible paths between its origin 
and destination. The size of this subset is controlled by each request, similarly 
as in the case of the metrics. This characteristic is helpful to control the amount 
of time dedicated to the allocation of the requests given that a reduced set of 
paths leads to a faster decision of the algorithm although maybe not the best 
possible. This set of paths is the alternatives for the allocation of the current part 
of the request. The algorithm chooses the alternative that maximizes the 
synthesis criteria for each metric specified. Those paths tagged as TSP (Try 
Same Path) try to allocate the paths marked with the same tag over the same 
links, but if the resources are not enough, a standard allocation is tried before 
invalidate the request. This process is repeated for each path request and only 
if all of them are properly allocated, the allocation of the whole virtual network 
request takes place. In this case, a picture of the current state of the network is 
taken to help keep track of the evolution of the network resources. 
 
Once a request is properly allocated, it is added to the buffer of allocated 
requests and deleted from the buffer of input requests. If the allocation process 
fails, the request is also deleted from the input buffer to help control the 
population of input requests. This mechanism avoids the accumulation of 
delayed requests, preventing the overpopulation of requests as well as the 
resources oscillation produced by the fast allocation and deallocation caused by 
the requests with a short life span. 
 
4.2.4. The deallocator block 
 
Similarly as described in the allocator block, the deallocator block performs a 
periodical revision of the expiration time of the allocated requests and compares 
it with the current time. If the expiration time has passed or is happening, it 
means that the allocated request has expired and must be deallocated. The 
deallocation process mainly consists in release the resources used by an 
expired requests to allow new requests be allocated instead. To do so, the 
resources assigned to the deallocated request are added back to the links in 
which the virtual network was allocated. Once a request has been deallocated, 
it is deleted from the buffer of allocated requests and a picture of the current 
state of the network is taken to contribute to keep a history of the network 
resources. 
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4.3. Theoretical performance 
  
Among the phases involved in the embedding algorithm, the path exploration 
and the path ordination are the two most complex computationally. Next there is 
detailed the calculated time complexity associated to the algorithms performed 
in those phases. 
 
4.3.1. Path exploration time complexity 
 
The Depth-Limited Search (DLS) is an algorithm that explores the vertices of a 
graph, but just the part that lies within the specified bound [24]. The path 
exploration phase consists in its application to find all the possible paths 
between an origin and a destination up to a maximum node distance. Its 
pseudo-code is: 
 
 
 
DLS(node, goal, depth) { 
  if ( depth >= 0 ) { 
    if ( node == goal ) 
      return node 
 
    for each child in expand(node) 
      DLS(child, goal, depth-1) 
  } 
} 
 
  
Fig. 4.2 Depth-Limited Search pseudo-code 
 
 
Note that the search is started from the root node and is iteratively repeated for 
each child node found (i.e. nodes connected to the current node). Assuming 
that the loops are avoided, the worst case performance is the correspondent to 
the case where all the nodes are connected. Then, the time complexity is 
equivalent to: 
 
 
    ) (4.1) 
  
 
where b stands for the branching factor (the number of nodes) and l is the depth 
level of exploration.  
 
4.3.2. Path ordination time complexity 
 
The path ordination process mainly consists in successive comparisons of the 
obtained synthesis results for each path in order to obtain which is the path that 
presents the best set of weights.  
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The proposed solution for path ordination process is heavily based on the 
bubble sort algorithm [25]. Its pseudo-code is: 
 
 
 
pathOrdination(path[1..N], metric[1..M]) { 
  var best = 1, better 
  for i = 2 to length(path) { 
    better = TRUE 
    for j = 1 to length(metric){   
      better = (path[best](j)  path[i](j)) 
      if (better == FALSE) 
        break 
    } 
    if (better == TRUE) 
      best = i 
  } 
  return best 
} 
 
  
Fig. 4.3 Path Ordination pseudo-code 
 
 
Notice that the first loop is always repeated N times, one for each path in the 
list. However, the inner loop may finish sooner if the current path is found less 
optimal before comparing the last metric in the list. Then, the worst case 
performance is the correspondent to the case where the paths are originally 
inversely ordered and where the decisive weight value is found in the last metric 
synthesis for each one of them. So, the time complexity is equivalent to that of 
normal bubble sort, which is: 
 
 
    ) (4.2) 
  
 
where M stands for the number of metrics in the list. 
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CHAPTER 5. VALIDATION TESTS AND PERFORMANCE 
EVALUATION 
 
5.1. Introduction 
 
In this chapter we provide detailed results of the simulations performed over a 
pair of sample networks. The first sample network is the one used in chapter 3 
to illustrate the operation of the proposed strategy and so, it will be used to 
demonstrate the correctness of the application. The second one is based on the 
topology of GÉANT network and aims to evaluate the performance of the 
algorithm in a bigger environment. 
 
5.2. An example 
 
5.2.1. Configuration of the application 
 
In order to simulate the example detailed in chapter 3, the first step is to set up 
the application. The application loads a file named “settings.conf” that is used to 
store the details of the simulation configuration. This configuration file must be 
present in the same folder where the binary is placed. Figure 5.1 shows the 
example settings file, where the lines that start by “#” are used as comments. 
 
 
 
# Path to the main data folder: 
/home/santi/Data 
# Substrate network scenario to load (in ../Data/Substrate/ folder): 
sampleNetwork.xml 
# Allocation time report filename (in ../Data/Report/ folder): 
allocation 
# Path exploration time report filename (in ../Data/Report/ folder): 
pathExploration 
 
 
Fig. 5.1 Example settings file 
 
 
As it can be observed, the application needs to know the folder where the 
simulation data will be stored as well as the name of the substrate network 
scenario file. Regarding the data folder, it must be noticed that the selected one 
must contain at least four folders: 
 
 The “History” folder is used to store the snapshots of the available SN 
resources generated along the simulation in .dot format [26]. Each time 
that a VNR is either allocated or deallocated, the application generates a 
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time-stamped register that can be used to keep track of the evolution of 
the simulation. 
 The “Substrate” folder is used to locate the substrate network scenario 
files. It is important to notice that the scenario specified in the settings file 
must be placed in this folder in order to be loaded. 
 The “Virtual” folder is used to hold the virtual network request files. Once 
the application is started, the folder is periodically read and all the 
requests found inside are loaded. However, notice that once read the 
VNR files are erased from the folder. 
 The “Report” folder stores the reports generated by the application. The 
allocation reports store the amount of time in milliseconds that takes to 
allocate each virtual network request in a simulation. The path 
exploration reports store the amount of time in milliseconds that takes the 
exploration process for each allocated request. The filenames of both 
reports are specified in the settings file. This pair of reports can be useful 
to keep track of the response rate of the simulation and apply 
consequent actions to control it, such as reducing the paths exploration 
depth, for example. 
 
With respect to the substrate network scenario file, it is formatted in XML and 
contains the links and nodes details constituting the scenario. In particular, 
defines the name and maximum CPU available capacity for each node as well 
as the origin and destination nodes, the maximum BW available capacity and 
the associated delay for each link. Notice that links are considered directed and 
so, bidirectional links must be specified twice, one of them with the origin and 
destination nodes switched. Next, in figure 5.2, it is added an abbreviated 
version of the SN file used to simulate the example network (the ellipsis is 
meant to contain the rest of components needed to set up the network). A 
complete version can be found in Annex A.I.1. 
 
 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<SubstrateNetwork> 
 <Nodes> 
  <Node> 
   <Name>A</Name> 
   <CPU>100</CPU> 
  </Node> 
               [...] 
 </Nodes> 
 <Links> 
  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>A</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>B</DestNode> 
   <BW>100</BW> 
   <Delay>1000</Delay> 
  </Link> 
               [...] 
 </Links> 
</SubstrateNetwork> 
 
 
Fig. 5.2 Abbreviated substrate network file 
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5.2.2. Application execution 
 
Once these preparatory steps have been done, the application can be started. 
To do so, the application is launched from a command shell, as shown in Figure 
5.3. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.3 Application start 
 
 
At this point, the application has started but it is idle because there are not 
VNRs to allocate. To simulate a VNR arrival, it is only necessary to copy the 
corresponding VNR file in the folder "Virtual" into the main data folder specified 
in “settings.conf”. In the case of the example, it is assumed that the files 
corresponding to the two VNRs shown in the example described in Chapter 3 
are copied in this folder. The abbreviated version of VNR #1 is shown next (the 
complete version for VNR #1 and VNR #2 are available in the annexes sections 
A.I.2 and A.I.3). 
 
 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<VirtualNetwork> 
 <StartTime>10</StartTime> 
 <Duration>20</Duration> 
 <MaxDepthExploration>0</MaxDepthExploration> 
 <Metrics> 
  <Metric>Hops</Metric> 
  <Metric>Delay</Metric> 
  <Metric>BW</Metric> 
  <Metric>CPU</Metric> 
 </Metrics> 
 <Nodes> 
  <Node> 
   <Name>C</Name> 
   <CPU>20</CPU> 
  </Node> 
            [...] 
 </Nodes> 
 <Links> 
  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>C</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>D</DestNode> 
   <BW>70</BW> 
   <Delay>1500</Delay> 
   <HidHopCPU>15</HidHopCPU> 
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   <TSP></TSP> 
  </Link> 
   [...] 
 </Links> 
</VirtualNetwork> 
 
 
Fig. 5.4 Abbreviated virtual network request file 
 
 
The VNR file structure is quite similar to that specified for the definition of the 
SN, but in this case, the specified values are not the availability of resources, 
but the resource requests. In addition, there are added some additional 
parameters to control the execution start time and duration of the request, the 
maximum exploration depth to apply in the path exploration process as well as 
the ordered set of metrics to be used. For virtual links there are also added the 
CPU requested for hidden hops and the TSP tag to specify which bidirectional 
nodes must share the same path in both directions.  
 
After the VNRs are read by the application, they will be processed in ascending 
order by its start time. In order to repeat the scenario presented in the example 
of chapter 3, the start time specified in both VNRs files has been selected to fix 
the allocation of VNR #1 before the allocation of VNR #2: 
 
 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding=...?> 
<VirtualNetwork> 
 <StartTime>10</StartTime> 
 <Duration>20</Duration> 
[...] 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding=...?> 
<VirtualNetwork> 
 <StartTime>20</StartTime> 
 <Duration>20</Duration> 
[...] 
VNR #1 VNR #2 
 
Fig. 5.5 VNR #1 and VNR #2 time settings comparison 
 
 
In this case, the start embedding time for VNR #1 has been fixed at ten seconds 
after the start of the program execution, while the start of the embedding 
process for VNR #2 is started ten seconds after this (twenty seconds after the 
execution start of the simulation). In addition, it can be observed that the 
duration of the allocation is fixed for both requests at twenty seconds and so, 
VNR #1 embedding will end thirty seconds after the start of the simulation and 
VNR #2 ten seconds later. 
 
The allocation process for VNR #1 is shown in figure 5.6. First, the application 
prints the results obtained through the path exploration of the first virtual link in 
the VNR and then selects the best path available according to the specified 
metrics. The obtained metrics for the best path are displayed next. Then, the 
requested resources are subtracted from the physical links and nodes that are 
part of the selected path. This process is repeated for each virtual link in the 
virtual network request. 
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Fig. 5.6 Embedding process for VNR #1 
 
Notice that although node C appears as terminal node in both virtual link 
embeddings, it is only updated in the first allocation (the updated CPU value in 
the embedding of the second virtual link is the same as the obtained in the first 
embedding). 
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After that, the application remains idle for ten seconds until the start time for the 
embedding of VNR #2 is reached. Then, the simulation executes its allocation, 
whose results are shown in figure 5.7. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.7 Embedding process for VNR #2 
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After another ten seconds, the first virtual network request is considered expired 
and the deallocation process starts for it. During the deallocation process of a 
VNR, the application shows the updates in the availability of links and nodes 
resources in the physical network. This process is repeated ten seconds later 
for VNR #2. Figure 5.8 shows the deallocation results for both VNRs. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.8 Deallocation process for VNR #1 and VNR #2 
 
 
At this point, the application would remain idle indefinitely waiting for the 
reception of more virtual network requests. However, as the example simulation 
is finished, the application is stopped through the use of the kill signal that is 
launched by the combination of Ctrl + C keys. At the end of the execution, the 
elapsed time since the start of the simulation is shown. In addition, the “History” 
folder now contains the snapshots of the start and end states of the network 
(that are equal in this case) and four snapshots of the two embedding and 
deallocation processes performed.  
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5.3. Performance evaluation 
 
In order to obtain the performance of the algorithm, next it is detailed a set of 
tests accomplished over the GÉANT network. For the tests performed along this 
project, a computer with an Intel® Core™ 2 Duo processor T5250 2GHz with 
2GB of RAM has been used.  
 
5.3.1. The scenario 
 
The topology proposed for the performance tests is based on the actual 
structure of GÉANT [27] network. As described in its webpage, GÉANT is the 
high bandwidth pan-European research and education backbone that 
interconnects National Research and Education Networks (NRENs) across 
Europe and provides worldwide connectivity through links with other regional 
networks. 
 
This topology has been chosen because it provides a real backbone network 
distribution and as a research network, its performance details such as 
bandwidth and delay on links are accessible for researchers. In particular, the 
proposed topology is shown in figure 5.9. 
 
As it can be observed, the links that connect the network nodes are not 
homogeneous and the highest capacity links are usually those that connect 
nodes with a higher traffic. In the real GÉANT network, such nodes provide 
connections with external backbone networks and must be able to provide a 
fluid information flow. In addition, the distribution of the 25 nodes that compose 
the network is conditioned by political, geographical and economy factors, 
which makes the network topology very asymmetric.  
 
All those network particularities condition the algorithm performance, especially 
in the two principal phases that constitute the embedding algorithm: the path 
exploration and the path ordination processes. 
 
5.3.2. Path exploration performance 
 
One of the first consequences of the network distribution is observed in the 
paths exploration step of the algorithm. It has been stated in previous sections 
that the processing time of path exploration algorithm is heavily conditioned by 
the maximum exploration depth (formula 4.1). The great number of nodes and 
their particular connectivity make that, for each origin and destination nodes, 
there is an average of about 1200 possible paths of a very different length, 
which leads to a big amount of processing time devoted to exploration of paths.  
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Fig. 5.9 GÉANT substrate network 
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Figure 5.10 shows the evolution of the influence of the paths exploration 
algorithm in the overall allocation time for different exploration depths. Such 
tests have been performed with a set of pseudo-randomly generated requests 
with an interarrival time uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 second. In order 
to reduce at minimum the influence of other parameters in the performance test, 
the resources required by the VNRs applied are some orders of magnitude 
below the available SN resources (e.g. kB to GB) and therefore, availability of 
resources is non-blocking in the embedding process. The use of the generation 
tool is described on annexes section A.II. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.10 Mean execution time vs. Exploration depth 
 
 
The mean exploration time, represented by squares, quickly grows in 
importance together with the mean overall allocation time, represented by 
triangles. The rest of processing actions performed in the embedding process 
are grouped in the series titled mean processing time, represented by 
diamonds. Keep in mind that the time complexity associated to the paths 
ordination algorithm is some orders below the time complexity of the path 
exploration algorithm and is also independent of exploration depth. As a direct 
consequence, the processing time of path exploration is, in the long term, the 
main cause of the overall execution time of the simulation. Notice that the 
exploration time does not keep on growing beyond the depth of 21 hops, which 
corresponds to the maximum path length without including loops. 
 
Apart from the effects of exploration depth on the total embedding time, another 
performance metric of interest is the effect that exploration depth causes on the 
overall performance of the embedding process. In particular, the increase of the 
processing time needed to embed a request provokes delays on the embedding 
of the following requests. 
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Figure 5.11 shows the relationship between the percentage of allocated 
requests and the maximum number of hops in paths exploration for the same 
set of requests used in the previous test. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.11 Percentage of allocations vs. Exploration depth 
 
 
The almost linear region between 0 and 6 exploration hops shows the 
importance of the network diameter (i.e. the longest of all the calculated 
shortest paths in a network) when applying the paths exploration. In particular, 
all the registered embedding impossibilities in this section are due to the VNRs 
demanding a minimum path beyond the fixed exploration depth. As exploration 
depth increases, the amount of embedded requests also increases, reaching 
the 100% of performance at a depth of six nodes, corresponding to the diameter 
of the GÉANT network. 
 
The stable region between 6 and 11 hops shows the optimal exploration depths 
for the current scenario. Assuming that there are enough SN resources 
available, any received request could be allocated without affecting the 
embedding of the rest. 
 
Next to the end of the stable region, it is observed a progressive decrement of 
the embedding performance due to the effects of the increase of the exploration 
depth. Although a full depth exploration is the most complete way to find the 
optimal embedding solution for a request, the required exploration causes that 
some of the received requests are discarded before the start of their embedding 
process because of its expiration, reducing the overall embedding performance. 
Again, notice that the embedding performance does not worsen beyond the 
depth of 21 hops, corresponding to the maximum path length without loops. 
 
It can be concluded that the election of the paths exploration depth can directly 
condition the performance of the overall network embedding service. In order to 
make an appropriate choice of such value, it is important to consider the 
network diameter, keeping in mind that the shorter the depth, the most reduced 
is the possibility of finding an optimal solution. This is, however, a necessary 
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cost to keep the paths exploration phase adaptable to network changes, which 
are usual on real networks. 
 
5.3.3. Effect of the variation of virtual network requests’ arrivals 
on the performance 
 
Apart from the inner effects on performance due to path exploration phase, 
there are also external effects on the performance due to the pattern followed 
by the arrivals of VN requests. 
 
Figure 5.12 shows the relationship between the percentage of registered 
embeddings and the variance on arrival time. In particular, the variation of the 
simulated VNR arrival times is pseudo-randomly generated for each simulation 
from 0 to n milliseconds, where n corresponds to the maximum arrival delay 
(the graph points are located on the correspondent maximum delay of each 
simulation). The rest of VNR generator variables have been kept unaltered, 
including the seed of the pseudo-random number generator, in order to focus 
on the impact of the arrivals pattern. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.12 Percentage of allocations vs. Arrival time 
 
 
The relation between the increment of overall performance and the increase of 
the interarrival time is due to the higher spacing among received requests. The 
larger the separation among requests in average, the higher the number of 
requests that can complete the embedding process on time. An especially 
dense arrival pattern like the observed for inter-arrival times close to 0 cause a 
heavy burden on the reading process, causing overloading on the input buffer. 
The received requests are stored on the buffer but as it grows at a higher rate 
from which it is read, the received requests expire while waiting in the queue of 
embedding. This makes that the allocation process only finds expired requests, 
reducing a lot the embedding performance. 
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Figure 5.13 shows a histogram that illustrates the distribution of the allocation 
time for the same set of arrival patterns used for the previous test. 
 
  
 
 
Fig. 5.13 Distribution of allocation time for different VNR arrival patterns 
 
 
The different series shown in the graph represent the calculated embedding 
time distribution for virtual network requests received with the indicated arrival 
time variance. The general shape of all the distributions is the same for all the 
studied set of arrival patterns, placing the mean value of embedding around the 
2000 milliseconds.  
 
As a final remark, the influence of the inter-arrival time is quite critical in the 
input of the algorithm as it can easily flood the input buffer, filling it with expired 
requests which, in turn, provoke more request expirations. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE LINES 
 
6.1. Conclusions 
 
The present work has focused on the development of a software application 
able to perform the embedding of virtual network requests on a simulated 
substrate network. Such development was aimed at the implementation of a 
real-time oriented embedding algorithm based on the capabilities offered by the 
Paths Algebra framework. Among those capabilities, we highlight the flexibility 
in the selection of the metrics, not only in number and types (both linear and 
non-linear), but also the possibility to combine them at will. In addition, the 
concept of weight provides a step further to explicitly discriminate among paths 
that otherwise, may have been considered equal.  
 
All the algorithm features have been checked in a set of performance tests, 
especially those oriented to the commitment among the real-time response and 
the quality of the embedding solutions. The application has demonstrated that 
offers the properties promised by PA, keeping the on-time embedding, but at 
cost of requests losses on high-density environments due to the deadlines 
expirations. In this sense, it must be noticed that the application performance, 
as in every software application, is partially conditioned by the hardware used to 
run it. 
 
Finally, the development of the present project has brought us the opportunity to 
check the opportunities offered by the network virtualization and its growing 
importance in networking. In addition, although the objectives of the present 
work have been fulfilled, the implemented application may provide a first step 
towards the development of a more complete embedding tool able to test the 
network virtualization benefits. 
 
In addition, a SDN-capable BGP testbed was set up, as described in Annex III. 
Our original intention was to develop a complete scenario joining the testbed 
and the PA calculator, but the time constraints made it impossible.  
 
 
6.2. Environmental impact 
 
Given that the outcome of this project consists in a virtual network embedding 
simulation software, its environmental impact is strictly reduced to the power 
consumed in its development and in the posterior testing of the application.  
 
However, it should be noticed that among the most important advantages 
provided by network virtualization, it can be found the improvement on energy 
efficiency. The waste of energy due to over-provisioning and over-dimensioning 
of network infrastructures is a usual issue in backbone networks of all sizes. In 
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this sense, the application of an optimized virtual network embedding focused 
on energy saving can reduce that overconsumption. 
 
Such energy savings helps to reduce the ecological footprint of the networks, 
which is especially significant given that most of its equipment remains always 
powered.  
 
6.3. Future lines of development 
 
One of the first lines of development to upgrade the application features could 
be the addition of more types of metrics to those proposed in this project. 
Among the metrics that may be added, it can be interesting to add the jitter or 
the failure rate of the links in order to better characterize the behaviour of the 
simulated substrate network. In addition, the association of cost, energy and 
revenue metrics to the network components can also provide a business 
oriented simulation of the network management. 
 
Secondly, given that the overall application performance is heavily conditioned 
by the path exploration algorithm applied, the implementation of a more efficient 
alternative could provide an increment on the obtained performance, giving an 
even better adequacy to real-time needs. In this sense, the modification of the 
exploration algorithm to limit the paths exploration to a configurable subset of 
nodes may also help reduce the exploration time. 
 
Moreover, the application can be improved to provide new functionalities, taking 
full advantage of the possibilities offered by the Paths Algebra framework. In 
one hand, the path election phase of the application can be extended in order to 
offer the possibility of a multi-path embedding, providing more flexible solutions 
and increasing the utilization of the substrate network. On the other hand, it can 
be implemented an additional backtrack mechanism able to review the 
embedded VNs up to date in order to provide a periodical redistribution solution, 
offering the possibility to improve the overall efficiency of the network resources. 
 
Finally, adding some modifications, the results provided by the application can 
be applied on a real network. The main difficulties attached to such 
improvement are those related with the communication among the simulated 
environment and the physical network: it is necessary to provide a mean to 
change the operation of the routing protocol that is running on the physical 
network to adjust it to the embedding algorithm decisions. Such issue can be 
solved by means of the use of software that speaks the same protocol as the 
routers i.e., if the routing protocol of the physical network is BGP, it could be 
used a BGP-speaking application like ExaBGP [28, 29] to control the operation 
of the routers, as described in Annex III. Another possibility is the use of 
Openflow-enabled equipment. 
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GLOSSARY 
 
BGP Border Gateway Protocol 
 
BW Bandwidth 
 
CPU Central Processing Unit 
 
DLS Depth-Limited Search 
 
FIFO First In First Out 
 
I/O Input/output 
 
LADN Loop Avoidance by the Destination 
 
NV Network Virtualization 
 
ONF Open Networking Foundation 
 
PA Paths Algebra 
 
SDN Software-Defined Networking 
 
SN Substrate Network 
 
SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol 
 
VN Virtual Network 
 
VNE Virtual Network Embedding 
 
VNR Virtual Network Request 
 
XML Extensible Markup Language
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ANNEXES 
 
A.I.  Sample Network data files 
 
In this section there are included the complete files of substrate network and 
virtual network requests used to simulate the working example of the algorithm. 
 
 
A.I.1. Substrate Network configuration file 
 
 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<SubstrateNetwork> 
 <Nodes> 
  <Node> 
   <Name>A</Name> 
   <CPU>100</CPU> 
  </Node> 
  <Node> 
   <Name>B</Name> 
   <CPU>100</CPU> 
  </Node> 
  <Node> 
   <Name>C</Name> 
   <CPU>100</CPU> 
  </Node> 
  <Node> 
   <Name>D</Name> 
   <CPU>100</CPU> 
  </Node> 
  <Node> 
   <Name>E</Name> 
   <CPU>100</CPU> 
  </Node> 
 </Nodes> 
 <Links> 
   <Link> 
   <OrigNode>A</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>B</DestNode> 
   <BW>100</BW> 
   <Delay>1000</Delay> 
  </Link> 
   <Link> 
   <OrigNode>B</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>A</DestNode> 
   <BW>100</BW> 
   <Delay>1000</Delay> 
  </Link> 
  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>B</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>C</DestNode> 
   <BW>200</BW> 
   <Delay>500</Delay> 
  </Link> 
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  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>C</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>B</DestNode> 
   <BW>200</BW> 
   <Delay>500</Delay> 
  </Link> 
  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>A</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>D</DestNode> 
   <BW>300</BW> 
   <Delay>500</Delay> 
  </Link> 
  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>D</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>A</DestNode> 
   <BW>50</BW> 
   <Delay>1000</Delay> 
  </Link> 
  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>C</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>D</DestNode> 
   <BW>100</BW> 
   <Delay>500</Delay> 
  </Link> 
  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>D</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>C</DestNode> 
   <BW>200</BW> 
   <Delay>1000</Delay> 
  </Link> 
  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>A</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>C</DestNode> 
   <BW>100</BW> 
   <Delay>1000</Delay> 
  </Link> 
  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>C</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>A</DestNode> 
   <BW>100</BW> 
   <Delay>1000</Delay> 
  </Link> 
  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>E</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>C</DestNode> 
   <BW>150</BW> 
   <Delay>1000</Delay> 
  </Link> 
  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>C</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>E</DestNode> 
   <BW>150</BW> 
   <Delay>1000</Delay> 
  </Link> 
 </Links> 
</SubstrateNetwork> 
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A.I.2. VNR #1 configuration file 
 
 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<VirtualNetwork> 
 <StartTime>10</StartTime> 
 <Duration>20</Duration> 
 <MaxDepthExploration>0</MaxDepthExploration> 
 <Metrics> 
  <Metric>Hops</Metric> 
  <Metric>Delay</Metric> 
  <Metric>BW</Metric> 
  <Metric>CPU</Metric> 
 </Metrics> 
 <Nodes> 
  <Node> 
   <Name>C</Name> 
   <CPU>20</CPU> 
  </Node> 
                <Node> 
   <Name>D</Name> 
   <CPU>70</CPU> 
  </Node> 
  <Node> 
   <Name>A</Name> 
   <CPU>50</CPU> 
  </Node> 
 </Nodes> 
 <Links> 
  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>C</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>D</DestNode> 
   <BW>70</BW> 
   <Delay>1500</Delay> 
   <HidHopCPU>15</HidHopCPU> 
   <TSP></TSP> 
  </Link> 
  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>A</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>C</DestNode> 
   <BW>30</BW> 
   <Delay>2000</Delay> 
   <HidHopCPU>10</HidHopCPU> 
   <TSP></TSP> 
  </Link> 
 </Links> 
</VirtualNetwork> 
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A.I.3. VNR #2 configuration file  
 
 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<VirtualNetwork> 
 <StartTime>20</StartTime> 
 <Duration>20</Duration> 
 <MaxDepthExploration>0</MaxDepthExploration> 
 <Metrics> 
  <Metric>Hops</Metric> 
  <Metric>Delay</Metric> 
  <Metric>BW</Metric> 
  <Metric>CPU</Metric> 
 </Metrics> 
 <Nodes> 
  <Node> 
   <Name>E</Name> 
   <CPU>80</CPU> 
  </Node> 
                <Node> 
   <Name>B</Name> 
   <CPU>60</CPU> 
  </Node> 
  <Node> 
   <Name>A</Name> 
   <CPU>50</CPU> 
  </Node> 
 </Nodes> 
 <Links> 
  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>A</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>E</DestNode> 
   <BW>90</BW> 
   <Delay>3500</Delay> 
   <HidHopCPU>20</HidHopCPU> 
   <TSP></TSP> 
  </Link> 
  <Link> 
   <OrigNode>B</OrigNode> 
   <DestNode>E</DestNode> 
   <BW>20</BW> 
   <Delay>2000</Delay> 
   <HidHopCPU>50</HidHopCPU> 
   <TSP></TSP> 
  </Link> 
 </Links> 
</VirtualNetwork> 
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A.II. Traffic Generator Tool – A brief manual 
 
This tool consists in a simple application to generate random virtual network 
requests for a given scenario topology. In order to control the generation 
conditions, it is defined a configuration file named “settings.conf”. An example of 
this file is shown on next figure (note that all the lines that start with “#” are 
considered comments and are not read by the application): 
 
 
# Path to the main data folder: 
/home/santi/Data 
# Substrate network scenario to load (inside ../Data/Substrate/ 
folder): 
GEANT_Network.xml 
# Simulation Seed 
26 
# Maximum number of generated requests (0 is infinite) 
0 
# Minimum time among requests (milliseconds) 
0 
# Maximum time among requests (milliseconds) 
7000 
# Minimum duration of the requests 
10 
# Maximum duration of the requests 
20 
# Minimum depth exploration 
0 
# Maximum depth exploration 
0 
# Terminal CPU units multiplier 
1  
# Minimum Terminal CPU requested 
1 
# Maximum Terminal CPU requested 
5 
# BW units multiplier 
10 
# Minimum BW requested 
1 
# Maximum BW requested 
3 
# Delay units multiplier 
1000 
# Minimum Delay requested 
2 
# Maximum Delay requested 
4 
# Hidden Hops CPU units multiplier 
1 
# Minimum Hidden Hops CPU requested 
1 
# Maximum Hidden Hops CPU requested 
3 
 
 
Following the order of the configuration file, the first parameter corresponds to 
the directory where the simulation data is stored. The specified folder must 
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contain at least a “Substrate” and a “Virtual” folders in order to respectively 
contain the scenario and the requests files. It is recommended for simplicity 
make match this folder with the one specified in the configuration file of the 
embedding application. 
 
The second parameter is the name of the scenario file and must be the same as 
the used in the embedding application. This file is used to obtain the nodes that 
are part of the network and use them to generate random origin and destination 
nodes. 
 
The third parameter is the pseudo-random seed number and is used to be able 
to repeat a given simulation. 
 
The fourth parameter is used to set the maximum number of VNR to be 
generated. If it is set to 0, then the generator will only stop when it receives a kill 
signal (Ctrl + C). 
 
The two next parameters are used to set the maximum and the minimum time 
value among which it will be randomized the arrival time of the generated 
requests. Those values must be specified in milliseconds. 
 
The two next parameters are used to set the maximum and the minimum 
duration time of the generated requests. Those values must be specified in 
seconds but lower fractions can be specified through decimals. 
 
The two next parameters are used to set the maximum and the minimum 
exploration depth to be set at paths exploration phase of the embedding 
algorithm. If both values are set to 0, there is no set any limit to path exploration 
length. 
 
The next parameters are grouped in sets of three parameters, each one of them 
referring to a specific metric. Each one of those sets is composed by a 
multiplicator, a minimum value and a maximum value. The random values for 
each metric are calculated among the minimum and the maximum and 
multiplied by the multiplicator value to set a specific scale. The requested 
metrics to be specified are the terminal CPU, the bandwidth, the delay and the 
hidden hop CPU. 
 
Once the configuration is set, there is only necessary to launch the application 
from a command shell. 
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A.III. ExaBGP with Mikrotik testbed 
 
This section describes how to install and configure an ExaBGP testbed using 
the Mikrotik routers as network nodes. The tests performed over the testbed 
showed that ExaBGP effectively redirected traffic following the configuration 
established through its configuration file. 
 
A.III.1. ExaBGP installation 
 
a. Pip and argparse installation: 
 
ExaBGP requires of argparse python package for its proper working. To obtain 
and install it, the easiest way is to first install (if not installed yet) the pip tool for 
installing and managing Python packages: 
 
1) apt-get install python-pip 
 
Once installed, we can invoke pip to install argparse package: 
 
2) pip install argparse 
 
Now, the system is ready to receive ExaBGP. 
 
 
b. ExaBGP installation: 
 
First, we have to download ExaBGP from its website. From a terminal, type: 
 
 wget https://github.com/Exa-Networks/exabgp/archive/3.2.16.tar.gz 
 
Once downloaded, unzip the file: 
 
 mv 3.2.16.tar.gz exabgp-3.2.16.tar.gz 
 tar xvfz exabgp-3.2.16.tar.gz 
 
Next, we get inside the folder and launch the setup script to install ExaBGP: 
 
 cd exabgp-3.2.16 
 sudo python setup.py install 
 
Once installed, we make a directory to put the environment configuration file 
(exabgp.env): 
 
1) sudo mkdir /etc/exabgp 
2) ./sbin/exabgp -fi > exabgp.env 
3) sudo mv exabgp.env /etc/exabgp/ 
4) sudo touch /var/run/exabgp.pid 
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Finally, to run ExaBGP, we have to type: 
 
2) ./sbin/exabgp --env /etc/exabgp/exabgp.env configuration_file 
 
In this command, we specify the route to the environment configuration file 
(exabgp.env) and the route to ExaBGP configuration file. This file contains the 
configuration for the routes injection in the network.  
 
For further information visit [30] 
 
c. ExaBGP configuration files: 
 
As a first approach: 
 
group a {  
 neighbor 192.168.1.2 { 
      local-address 192.168.1.1; 
  local-as 10; 
      peer-as 10; 
      static { 
          route 192.168.30.4/30 next-hop 192.168.10.6  local-preference 100; 
   route 192.168.30.0/30 next-hop 192.168.10.6  local-preference 100; 
 } 
    } 
} 
 
A.III.2. Configuration of Mikrotik 750GL devices: 
 
a. Reset of default configuration: 
 
1) Open a browser and connect to IP 192.168.88.1 
2) Once opened webfig, scroll the menu bar up to find the option “New 
Terminal”. When selected, it opens a new window which contains a direct 
terminal to the router. 
3) Write in the terminal: system reset. 
4) Answer yes to the question. 
 
The connection will be lost given that the interfaces are reset and IP addresses 
are lost. Next: 
 
5) Open winbox.exe application (downloadable from mikrotik website and 
launchable from wine in linux environments). 
6) Once inside the application, click on “...” button, placed close to “Connect 
to” option. This starts an auto-discover process in the network to find all 
the connected devices.  
7) After Mikrotik device is discovered, click on the MAC or IP address 
(which would be again 192.168.88.1). 
8) Click on “Connect” button to start the connection. 
 
Winbox shares the webfig structure and we can found the same menu bar. As 
soon as connection is starts, it will appear a dialog saying that Mikrotik device 
has the intention to start the auto-configure script to load the default Mikrotik 
configuration. 
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9) Click on “Remove Configuration” to avoid loading the auto-configure 
script. 
 
The connection will be lost as interfaces are reset and IP addresses are lost. 
Next: 
 
10) Open again winbox.exe application and repeat the auto-discovery 
process (“...” button). 
 
This time, the discovered device will show the 0.0.0.0 IP address. 
 
11) Click on the MAC address to select the device. 
12) Push “Connect” button to start the connection through MAC address. 
 
b. Interface configuration: 
 
From winbox application menu bar: 
 
1) Click on “IP” option and then, click on “Addresses” option. 
 
A window with the addresses associated to each interface is shown. This time, 
it is empty given that we have just reset the configuration of the router. In order 
ti assign a new IP address to an interface: 
 
2) Click on “+” button placed on the window. 
3) In the dialog, write the IP/Mask and select the interface to which it will be 
assigned from the drop-down list. 
4) Click on “OK” to confirm the configuration. 
5) Repeat the process until all the necessary interfaces are configured.  
 
Alternatively, open a terminal and type for each interface: 
 
 ip address add interface=eth_number address=IP_address/mask 
 
In the lab scenario, the addresses assigned to each router and interface are: 
 
 MK1: 
 eth1: 192.168.10.1/30 
 eth2: 192.168.10.5/30 
 eth4: 192.168.1.2/24 
 eth5: 192.168.88.3/24 
 MK2: 
 eth1: 192.168.20.1/30 
 eth2: 192.168.20.5/30 
 eth3: 192.168.10.2/30 
 eth5: 192.168.88.4/24 
 MK3: 
 eth1: 192.168.20.9/30 
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 eth2: 192.168.20.6/30 
 eth3: 192.168.10.6/30 
 eth5: 192.168.88.5/24 
 MK4: 
 eth1: 192.168.30.1/30 
 eth2: 192.168.20.14/30 
 eth3: 192.168.20.2/30 
 eth5: 192.168.88.6/24 
 MK5: 
 eth1: 192.168.30.5/30 
 eth2: 192.168.20.13/30 
 eth3: 192.168.20.10/30 
 eth5: 192.168.88.7/24 
 MK6: 
 eth1: 192.168.30.6/30 
 eth2: 192.168.30.2/30 
 eth5: 192.168.88.8/24 
 
Interface eth5 is used as a configuration interface. 
 
c. BGP configuration: 
 
First of all, it is necessary to create (or reuse) the BGP instance in the Mikrotik 
device. From webfig or winbox terminal type: 
 
5) routing bgp instance set default as=number_AS redistribute-
connected=yes redistribute-ospf=yes redistribute-static=yes router-
id=number_ID client-to-client-reflection=yes 
 
It uses the “default” BGP instance provided by Mikrotik and assigns to it the AS 
number, the router ID and allows to redistribute the routes learned through 
OSPF, the directly connected routes and the statically configured routes. 
 
Once created the instance, the next step is to set the BGP peers with which the 
current router will be connected. To configure a BGP peer, write on the Mikrotik 
terminal: 
 
3) routing bgp peer add name=peer_name remote-
address=peer_IP_address remote-as=peer_AS instance=default 
multihop=yes 
 
This instruction creates a new BGP peer for which it is specified a name to 
identify it, the remote IP address and the remote AS to which it belongs. There's 
also specified the BGP instance to which this peer is assigned (this must be the 
same instance as before so it is “default”) and the multihop option is activated 
for high distance peers (needed for ExaBGP). 
 
If everything is set up properly, peer should have E (established) flag. It is 
visible through: 
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3) routing bgp peer print 
 
Finally, for those BGP routers that are connected to an external network, it is 
necessary to announce it to the other peers: 
 
4) routing bgp network add network=network_IP/Mask synchronize=no 
 
Here, there's specified the network IP address and its mask and the flag to 
synchronize is disabled. 
 
In the lab scenario, the BGP configuration is: 
 
 MK1: 
 Instance: name=default, as=10, router_ID=192.168.1.2, 
cluster_ID=0.0.0.0 
 Peers: 
 name=MK2, instance=default, remote_address=192.168.10.2, 
remote_as=20, multihop=yes 
 name=MK3, instance=default, remote_address=192.168.10.6, 
remote_as=20, multihop=yes 
 name=ExaBGP, instance=default, remote_address=192.168.88.2, 
remote_as=65000, multihop=yes 
 Networks: 
 network=192.168.1.0/24, synchronize=no 
 MK2: 
 Instance: name=default, as=20, router_ID=10.255.255.1, 
cluster_ID=0.0.0.0 
 Peers: 
 name=MK1, instance=default, remote_address=192.168.10.1, 
remote_as=10, multihop=yes 
 name=ExaBGP, instance=default, remote_address=192.168.88.2, 
remote_as=65000, multihop=yes 
 MK3: 
 Instance: name=default, as=20, router_ID=10.255.255.2, 
cluster_ID=0.0.0.0 
 Peers: 
 name=MK1, instance=default, remote_address=192.168.10.5, 
remote_as=10, multihop=yes 
 name=ExaBGP, instance=default, remote_address=192.168.88.2, 
remote_as=65000, multihop=yes 
 MK4: 
 Instance: name=default, as=20, router_ID=10.255.255.4, 
cluster_ID=0.0.0.0 
 Peers: 
 name=MK6, instance=default, remote_address=192.168.30.2, 
remote_as=30, multihop=yes 
 name=ExaBGP, instance=default, remote_address=192.168.88.2, 
remote_as=65000, multihop=yes 
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 MK5: 
 Instance: name=default, as=20, router_ID=10.255.255.3, 
cluster_ID=0.0.0.0 
 Peers: 
 name=MK6, instance=default, remote_address=192.168.30.6, 
remote_as=30, multihop=yes 
 name=ExaBGP, instance=default, remote_address=192.168.88.2, 
remote_as=65000, multihop=yes 
 MK6: 
 Instance: name=default, as=30, router_ID=192.168.30.2, 
cluster_ID=0.0.0.0 
 Peers: 
 name=MK4, instance=default, remote_address=192.168.30.1, 
remote_as=20, multihop=yes 
 name=MK5, instance=default, remote_address=192.168.30.5, 
remote_as=20, multihop=yes 
 name=ExaBGP, instance=default, remote_address=192.168.88.2, 
remote_as=65000, multihop=yes 
 
Notice that in order to accept the routing advertisements received from the 
ExaBGP running machine, we have to add it as an additional peer for each 
Mikrotik router. 
 
For further information visit [31, 32]. 
 
d. OSPF configuration: 
 
In order to identify the devices, it is necessary to create a loopback interface in 
each OSPF router. The loopback interface is also used to prevent the router ID 
be associated with a physical interface. If the router ID is associated with a 
physical interface and it is dropped, this would cause problems in the 
identification between routers. Thus, as the loopback interface is always active, 
that problem never occurs. 
 
The first step to perform is to create the loopback interface and assign routing. 
From webfig or winbox terminal type: 
 
1) interface bridge add name=loopback 
2) ip address add interface=loopback address=address/mask 
 
Similarly as in the case of BGP, a OSPF instance must be created or reused: 
 
3) routing ospf instance set default router-id=loopback_IP redistribute-
connected=as-type-1 redistribute-bgp=as-type-1 redistribute-static=as-
type-1 
 
It uses the “default” OSPF instance provided by Mikrotik and assigns to it the 
loopback IP address as router ID. In addition, it allows the redistribution of the 
routes learned through BGP, the directly connected routes and the statically 
configured routes. 
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The last step for the routers to begin to publish their networks with other 
members is to declare the networks to which one belongs: 
 
4) routing ospf network add network=network_IP/mask area=backbone 
 
The network IP and mask are those assigned to the connected networks and 
the area of the networks is the backbone, the default area assigned to the 
“default” instance of Mikrotik. 
 
To verify that the adjacencies with different neighbors are made, execute the 
following command: 
 
5) routing ospf neighbor print 
 
Check that all the neighbors of the current router are present. 
 
In the lab scenario, the OSPF configuration is: 
 
 MK2: 
 Instance: name=default, router_ID=10.255.255.1 
 Networks: 
 network=192.168.20.0/30, area=backbone 
 network=192.168.20.4/30, area=backbone 
 MK3: 
 Instance: name=default, router_ID=10.255.255.2 
 Networks: 
 network=192.168.20.4/30, area=backbone 
 network=192.168.20.8/30, area=backbone 
 MK4: 
 Instance: name=default, router_ID=10.255.255.4 
 Networks: 
 network=192.168.20.0/30, area=backbone 
 network=192.168.20.12/30, area=backbone 
 MK5: 
 Instance: name=default, router_ID=10.255.255.3 
 Networks: 
 network=192.168.20.8/30, area=backbone 
 network=192.168.20.12/30, area=backbone 
 
For further information visit [33, 34]. 
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A.IV. Source Code 
 
This section contains the source code of the simulation application. The XML 
parser used to read the configuration files is a work of Marcin Kalicinski. Its 
code can be found in its home site [35].  
 
 
A.IV.1. MainApplication.cpp 
 
1. /*  
2.  * MainApplication.cpp  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: Dec 16, 2013  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
6.  */   
7.    
8. #include <iostream>   
9. #include <stdio.h>   
10. #include <ctime>   
11. #include <csignal>   
12. #include <fstream>   
13. #include <string>   
14. #include <algorithm>   
15.    
16. extern "C"   
17.  {   
18.     #include <pthread.h>   
19.     #include <unistd.h>   
20.  }   
21.    
22. #include "Logic/AlgPA.h"   
23. #include "IO/DataManager.h"   
24.    
25. //clock_t start;   
26. time_t timer;   
27. AlgPA algorithm;   
28. std::string vnrPath;   
29.    
30. // Signal to end the application. Use Ctr + C   
31. void catch_signal(int sig_num)   
32. {   
33.     // Set the volatile boolean to true. The threads will exit from   
34.     // loop and terminate.   
35.     std::cout << "Signal received. The program will stop..." << std::endl;   
36.     algorithm.stop = true;   
37. }   
38.    
39. // reader launcher   
40. void * reader(void * argument)   
41. {   
42.     reinterpret_cast<AlgPA*>(argument)->executeReader(vnrPath);   
43.     return 0;   
44. }   
45.    
46. // Allocator launcher   
47. void * allocator(void * argument)   
48. {   
49.     reinterpret_cast<AlgPA*>(argument)->executeAllocator(timer);   
50.     return 0;   
51. }   
52.    
53. // Deallocator launcher   
54. void * deallocator(void * argument)   
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55. {   
56.     reinterpret_cast<AlgPA*>(argument)->executeDeallocator(timer);   
57.     return 0;   
58. }   
59.    
60. // Main method   
61. int main() {   
62.     pthread_t t1, t2, t3 ; // declare 3 threads.   
63.     DataManager dataMg;   
64.    
65.     // Start the timer   
66.     time(&timer);   
67.     std::cout << "Starting program...\nLoading scenario:" << std::endl;   
68.     // The configuration file is loaded   
69.     std::fstream fileConf("settings.conf");   
70.     std::string networkMap;   
71.     std::string line;   
72.     int counter = 0;   
73.     // Initialization of paths   
74.     while(getline(fileConf, line))   
75.     {   
76.         // The white space from the beginning of the string is trimmed   
77.         line.erase(line.begin(), std::find_if(line.begin(), line.end(),   
78.                 std::not1(std::ptr_fun<int, int>(isspace))));   
79.         // Avoid reading comments   
80.         if(line[0] == '#')   
81.             continue;   
82.         else   
83.         {   
84.             switch (counter)   
85.             {   
86.                 // Path to main data folder   
87.                 case 0:   
88.                     algorithm.sourcePath = line;   
89.                     counter++;   
90.                     break;   
91.                 // Substrate network scenario   
92.                 case 1:   
93.                     networkMap = algorithm.sourcePath + "/Substrate/" + line;   
94.                     counter++;   
95.                     break;   
96.                 // Allocation time report filename   
97.                 case 2:   
98.                     algorithm.allocReport = line;   
99.                     counter++;   
100.                    break;   
101.                // Path exploration time report filename   
102.                case 3:   
103.                    algorithm.pathExpReport = line;   
104.                    counter++;   
105.                    break;   
106.            }   
107.        }   
108.    }   
109.    std::string outFile = algorithm.sourcePath + "/History/network_ini.dot";   
110.    vnrPath = algorithm.sourcePath + "/Virtual/";   
111.    std::cout << networkMap << "\n";   
112.   
113.    // Network scenario load   
114.    dataMg.loadSubstrateNet(networkMap, algorithm);   
115.    // Network start state image   
116.    dataMg.printNetwork(outFile, algorithm);   
117.   
118.    signal(SIGINT, catch_signal);   
119.   
120.    // Create a thread running the reader, a thread running the allocator   
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121.    // and a thread running the deallocator   
122.    pthread_create(&t1, NULL, reader,   
123.            reinterpret_cast<void*>(&algorithm));   
124.    pthread_create(&t2, NULL, allocator,   
125.            reinterpret_cast<void*>(&algorithm));   
126.    pthread_create(&t3, NULL, deallocator,   
127.            reinterpret_cast<void*>(&algorithm));   
128.   
129.    pthread_join(t1, NULL);   
130.    pthread_join(t2, NULL);   
131.    pthread_join(t3, NULL);   
132.   
133.    // Network end state image   
134.    outFile = algorithm.sourcePath + "/History/network_fin.dot";   
135.    dataMg.printNetwork(outFile, algorithm);   
136.   
137.    // Calculation of elapsed time   
138.    float seconds = std::difftime(time(0),timer);   
139.    std::cout << "The program finished properly. Elapsed time: " << seconds << 
140.            " seconds\n";   
141.    // Calculation of the simulation performance   
142.    double performance = (algorithm.allocVNR / algorithm.totalVNR) * 100;   
143.    std::cout << algorithm.allocVNR << " VNR allocated from " <<   
144.            algorithm.totalVNR << " VNR received (" << performance <<   
145.            "% allocated)\n";   
146.   
147.    return 0;   
148. }   
 
A.IV.2. AlgPA.h 
 
1. /*  
2.  * AlgPA.h  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: Dec 16, 2013  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
6.  */   
7.    
8. #ifndef ALGPA_H_   
9. #define ALGPA_H_   
10.    
11. #include <vector>   
12. #include <ctime>   
13. #include "../Elements/Substrate/Node.h"   
14. #include "../Elements/Substrate/Link.h"   
15. #include "../Elements/Virtual/NetReq.h"   
16.    
17. class AlgPA {   
18.    
19. // The data manager class is defined as a friend class   
20. friend class DataManager;   
21.    
22. // Scenario definition   
23. std::vector<Node> netNodes;       // Set of nodes   
24. std::vector<Link> netLinks;       // Set of links   
25. std::vector<NetReq> inputReq; // Set of input VN requests   
26. std::vector<NetReq> assigReq; // Set of assigned VN requests   
27.    
28. // Set of assigned paths   
29. std::vector<std::vector<std::vector<std::string> > > assignedPaths;   
30.    
31. public:   
32.     // Total amount of received requests   
33.     double totalVNR;   
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34.     // Amount of allocated requests   
35.     double allocVNR;   
36.     // Boolean to control the execution of the allocation and deallocation   
37.     // methods   
38.     volatile bool stop;   
39.     // Path to the network sources   
40.     std::string sourcePath;   
41.     // Allocation report file in ../Data/Report/   
42.     std::string allocReport;   
43.     // Path exploration report file in ../Data/Report/   
44.     std::string pathExpReport;   
45.    
46.     // Constructor   
47.     AlgPA();   
48.    
49.     // Destructor   
50.     ~AlgPA();   
51.    
52.     // Methods   
53.     bool findLink(std::string orig, std::string dest, unsigned int &pos);   
54.     bool findNode(std::string name, unsigned int &pos);   
55.     std::vector<std::vector<std::string> > pathExplorer(std::string orig,   
56.             std::string dest, unsigned int maxHist);   
57.     int assignSynthesis(int metric);   
58.     std::vector<float> applySynthesis(int metric,   
59.             std::vector<std::string> path, NetReq req,   
60.             std::vector<int> nodeHistory);   
61.     bool metricValidator(int synthesis, std::vector<float> metrics,   
62.             float bound);   
63.     bool betterMetric(int synthesis, std::vector<float> metA,   
64.             std::vector<float> metB, float bound);   
65.     int chosePath(std::vector<int> synthesisSet, std::vector<int> metricSet,   
66.             std::vector<std::vector<std::string> > pathSet, NetReq req,   
67.             std::vector<int> nodeHistory);   
68.     void assignPath(std::vector<std::string> path, NetReq req,   
69.             std::vector<int> &nodeHistory);   
70.     void unassignPath(std::vector<std::string> path, NetReq req,   
71.             std::vector<int> &nodeHistory);   
72.     bool allocateRequest(NetReq req, unsigned int maxHist);   
73.     void deallocateRequest(NetReq req,   
74.             std::vector<std::vector<std::string> > pathSet);   
75.     int executeReader(std::string sourcePath);   
76.     int executeAllocator(time_t start);   
77.     int executeDeallocator(time_t start);   
78. };   
79.    
80. #endif /* ALGPA_H_ */   
 
A.IV.3. AlgPA.cpp 
 
1. /*  
2.  * AlgPA.cpp  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: Dec 16, 2013  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
6.  */   
7.    
8. #include <sys/time.h>   
9. #include <string>   
10. #include <iostream>   
11. #include <algorithm>   
12. #include <vector>   
13. #include <cstdio>   
14. #include <limits>   
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15. #include <dirent.h>   
16. #include "AlgPA.h"   
17. #include "../Elements/Substrate/Node.h"   
18. #include "../Elements/Substrate/Link.h"   
19. #include "../Elements/Virtual/NetReq.h"   
20. #include "../IO/DataManager.h"   
21.    
22. pthread_mutex_t dataMutex = PTHREAD_MUTEX_INITIALIZER;   
23.    
24. /*  
25.  *----- CONSTRUCTOR -----  
26.  */   
27.    
28. // Default Constructor   
29. AlgPA::AlgPA() : totalVNR(0), allocVNR(0), stop(false), sourcePath(""),   
30.         allocReport(""), pathExpReport("") {   
31. }   
32.    
33. /*  
34.  *----- DESTRUCTOR -----  
35.  */   
36.    
37. // Default Destructor   
38. AlgPA::~AlgPA() {   
39. }   
40.    
41. /*  
42.  *----- METHODS -----  
43.  */   
44.    
45. // Method to find a link by its origin and destination nodes   
46. bool AlgPA::findLink(std::string orig, std::string dest, unsigned int &pos) {   
47.     unsigned int i = 0; // Iterator   
48.     do {   
49.         // If there is a match   
50.         if ((netLinks[i].getOrigNode() == orig) && (netLinks[i].getDestNode()   
51.                 == dest))   
52.         {   
53.             pos = i; // The position in the list is saved   
54.             return true; // The link has been found   
55.         }   
56.         i++; // The iterator is increased   
57.     } while (i < netLinks.size());  // Repeat for all the links in the list   
58.     return false; // The link was not found   
59. }   
60.    
61. // Method to find a node by its name   
62. bool AlgPA::findNode(std::string name, unsigned int &pos) {   
63.     unsigned int i = 0; // Iterator   
64.     do {   
65.         // If there is a match   
66.         if (netNodes[i].getNodeName() == name)   
67.         {   
68.             pos = i; // The position in the list is saved   
69.             return true; // The link has been found   
70.         }   
71.         i++; // The iterator is increased   
72.     } while (i < netNodes.size());  // Repeat for all the links in the list   
73.     return false; // The link was not found   
74. }   
75.    
76. // Method to explore all possible paths between an origin and a destination,   
77. //avoiding loops   
78. std::vector<std::vector<std::string> > AlgPA::pathExplorer(std::string orig,   
79.         std::string dest, unsigned int maxHist) {   
80.    
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81.     // ---- Declaration of the used variables ----   
82.    
83.     // Vector of vectors of strings that stores the found paths   
84.     std::vector<std::vector<std::string> > pathSet;   
85.     // Vector of strings that keeps a register of the visited nodes   
86.     std::vector<std::string> history;   
87.     // Boolean to control the end of the path exploration algorithm   
88.     bool finished = false;   
89.     // Integer that points to the position of a found link within the list of   
90.     // links. It is unused in the algorithm, but the method findLink requires   
91.     // its inclusion   
92.     unsigned int pos;   
93.     // The current node from which existing connections are explored   
94.     std::string curNode = orig;   
95.     // Integer used as a pointer to the next node in the list of nodes   
96.     unsigned int i = 0;   
97.    
98.     // ---- Algorithm logic ----   
99.    
100.    // As a first step, the origin node is added to the history   
101.    history.push_back(orig);   
102.   
103.    std::cout << "\nStart of path exploration\n";   
104.    // Main loop. The process is repeated until "finished" is true   
105.    do {   
106. //      // Information of the current state of the exploration   
107. //      std::cout << "\nNew iteration" << std::endl;   
108. //      std::cout << "Last history: " << history[history.size()-1] << "\n";   
109. //      std::cout << "Looking at node: " << netNodes[i].getNodeName() << "\n"  
110. //      std::cout << "History depth: " << history.size() << std::endl;   
111. //      std::cout << "History: " << std::endl;   
112. //      for( std::vector<std::string>::const_iterator k = history.begin();   
113. //              k != history.end(); ++k)   
114. //          std::cout << *k << ' ';   
115. //      std::cout << "\n";   
116.   
117.        // If the maximum history has been achieved   
118.        if ((maxHist) == history.size())   
119.        {   
120.            // Obtain the pointer "i" to the last history node   
121.            findNode(history[history.size()-1],i);   
122.            // Increase its position by one, to avoid repeat the last   
123.            // exploration   
124.            i++;   
125.            // Jump back to the previous history node   
126.            history.pop_back();   
127.            // Check if history is now empty   
128.            if (history.size() == 0)   
129.            {   
130.                // The last node has been explored   
131. //              std::cout << "End of path exploration" << std::endl;   
132.                finished = true;   
133.            }   
134.            // If there are still some node in history   
135.            else   
136.            {   
137.                // Update the current origin node   
138.                curNode = history[history.size()-1];   
139. //           std::cout << "Maximum history achieved. Next of " << curNode <<   
140. //                  " is "<< netNodes[i].getNodeName() << std::endl;   
141.            }   
142.        }   
143.        // If the maximum history has not been achieved   
144.        else {   
145.            // If "i" points out of the list of nodes   
146.            if (netNodes.size() == i)   
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147.            {   
148.                // Obtain the pointer "i" to the last history node   
149.                findNode(history[history.size()-1],i);   
150.                // Increase its position by one, to avoid repeat the last   
151.                // exploration   
152.                i++;   
153.                // Jump back to the previous history node   
154.                history.pop_back();   
155.                // Check if history is now empty   
156.                if (history.size() == 0)   
157.                {   
158.                    // The last node has been explored   
159. //                  std::cout << "End of path exploration" << std::endl;   
160.                    finished = true;   
161.                }   
162.                // If there are still some node in history   
163.                else   
164.                {   
165.                    // Update the current origin node   
166.                    curNode = history[history.size()-1];   
167. //               std::cout << "Next of " << curNode << " is "<< netNodes[i].   
168. //                          getNodeName() << std::endl;   
169.                }   
170.            }   
171.            else   
172.            {   
173.         // If a link exists between the current origin and the next node in   
174.            // the list   
175.            if (findLink(curNode,netNodes[i].getNodeName(),pos))   
176.            {   
177.                // If the found link connects with the final destination   
178.                if (netNodes[i].getNodeName() == dest)   
179.                {   
180.                    // Update the history with the found node   
181.                    history.push_back(netNodes[i].getNodeName());   
182.                    // Path storage   
183.                    pathSet.push_back(history);   
184.   
185.                    std::cout << "Path found: \n";   
186.                    for( std::vector<std::string>::const_iterator k = history. 
187.                            begin(); k != history.end(); ++k)   
188.                        std::cout << *k << ' ';   
189.                    std::cout << "\n";   
190.   
191.                    // Obtain the pointer "i" to the last history node   
192.                    findNode(history[history.size()-1],i);   
193.                    // Increase its position by one, to avoid repeat the last  
194.                    // exploration   
195.                    i++;   
196.                    // Jump back to the previous history node   
197.                    history.pop_back();   
198.                    // Update the current origin node   
199.                    curNode = history[history.size()-1];   
200.                    // If "i" points out of the list of nodes   
201.                    if (netNodes.size() == i)   
202.                    {   
203.                        // Obtain the pointer "i" to the last history node   
204.                        findNode(history[history.size()-1],i);   
205.                        // Increase its position by one, to avoid repeat the   
206.                        // last exploration   
207.                        i++;   
208.                        // Jump back to the previous history node   
209.                        history.pop_back();   
210.                        // Check if history is now empty   
211.                        if (history.size() == 0)   
212.                        {   
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213.                            // The last node has been explored   
214. //                          std::cout << "End of path exploration" <<   
215. //                              std::endl;   
216.                            finished = true;   
217.                        }   
218.                        // If there are still some node in history   
219.                        else   
220.                        {   
221.                            // Update the current origin node   
222.                            curNode = history[history.size()-1];   
223. //                          std::cout << "Next of " << curNode << " is "<<   
224. //                              netNodes[i].getNodeName() << std::endl;   
225.                        }   
226.                    }   
227.                }   
228.   
229.                // If the found link connects with other node   
230.                else   
231.                {   
232.                    // Discard those links that connect with visited nodes to  
233.                    // avoid loops   
234.                    if(std::find(history.begin(), history.end(), netNodes[i].  
235.                            getNodeName()) != history.end())   
236.                    {   
237. //                      std::cout << "Node "<<netNodes[i].getNodeName()<<   
238. //                          " found, but previously visited\n";   
239.                        // If the found node is in history, it is ignored and  
240.                        // the pointer "i" is increased to point to the next   
241.                        // node in the list of nodes   
242.                        i++;   
243.                        // If "i" points out of the list of nodes   
244.                        if (netNodes.size() == i)   
245.                        {   
246.                            // Obtain the pointer "i" to the last history node 
247.                            findNode(history[history.size()-1],i);   
248.                            // Increase its position by one, to avoid repeat   
249.                            // the last exploration   
250.                            i++;   
251.                            // Jump back to the previous history node   
252.                            history.pop_back();   
253.                            // Check if history is now empty   
254.                            if (history.size() == 0)   
255.                            {   
256.                                // The last node has been explored   
257. //                              std::cout << "End of path exploration" <<   
258. //                                  std::endl;   
259.                                finished = true;   
260.                            }   
261.                            // If there are still some node in history   
262.                            else   
263.                            {   
264.                                // Update the current origin node   
265.                                curNode = history[history.size()-1];   
266. //                              std::cout << "Next of " << curNode << " is "<< 
267. //                                  netNodes[i].getNodeName() << std::endl;   
268.                            }   
269.                        }   
270.                    }   
271.                    // Unvisited links are deep inspected   
272.                    else   
273.                    {   
274.                        // The current origin node is updated   
275.                        curNode = netNodes[i].getNodeName();   
276. //                   std::cout << "A new unvisited node has been found: " <<   
277. //                          curNode << std::endl;   
278.                        // Update the history with the found node   
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279.                        history.push_back(netNodes[i].getNodeName());   
280.                        // Pointer set to zero as a new history depth has been 
281.                        // achieved   
282.                        i = 0;   
283.                    }   
284.                }   
285.            }   
286.            // If no link has been found between the current origin and the   
287.            // next node in the list, try with the next node in the list   
288.            else   
289.            {   
290. //              std::cout << "Node from " << curNode << " to " << netNodes[i]. 
291. //                  getNodeName() << " not found\n";   
292.                // Increase the counter "i" to point to the next node in the   
293.                // list   
294.                i++;   
295.                // If "i" points out of the list of nodes   
296.                if (netNodes.size() == i)   
297.                {   
298.                    // Obtain the pointer "i" to the last history node   
299.                    findNode(history[history.size()-1],i);   
300.                    // Increase its position by one, to avoid repeat the last  
301.                    // exploration   
302.                    i++;   
303.                    // Jump back to the previous history node   
304.                    history.pop_back();   
305.                 // In the case of "i" points out of the list of nodes again   
306.                    if ((netNodes.size() == i)  && (history.size() > 0))   
307.                    {   
308.                        // Obtain the pointer "i" to the last history node   
309.                        findNode(history[history.size()-1],i);   
310.                        // Increase its position by one, to avoid repeat the   
311.                        // last exploration   
312.                        i++;   
313.                        // Jump back to the previous history node   
314.                        history.pop_back();   
315.                    }   
316.                    // Check if history is now empty   
317.                    if (history.size() == 0)   
318.                    {   
319.                        // The last node has been explored   
320. //                      std::cout << "End of path exploration" << std::endl;   
321.                        finished = true;   
322.                    }   
323.                    // If there are still some node in history   
324.                    else   
325.                    {   
326.                        // Update the current origin node   
327.                        curNode = history[history.size()-1];   
328. //                      std::cout << "Next of " << curNode << " is "<<   
329. //                          netNodes[i].getNodeName() << std::endl;   
330.                    }   
331.                }   
332.            }   
333.        }   
334.        }   
335.    } while (!finished);   
336.   
337.    // If the path set is empty   
338.    if (pathSet.size() == 0)   
339.        std::cout << "Unable to find any path\n";   
340.   
341.    // The resulting set of paths found is returned   
342.    return pathSet;   
343. }   
344.   
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345. // Method to assign a synthesis to a metric   
346. // The four possible synthesis are:   
347. //  1 - add   
348. //  2 - mult   
349. //  3 - max   
350. //  4 - min   
351. int AlgPA::assignSynthesis(int metric) {   
352.    // The synthesis type number assigned to the given metric   
353.    int synthesis = 0;   
354.    // Depending on the metric received, a type synthesis is assigned   
355.    switch (metric)   
356.    {   
357.    // "Number of hops" metric   
358.    case 1:   
359.        synthesis = 1;   
360.        break;   
361.    // "Delay" metric   
362.    case 2:   
363.        synthesis = 1;   
364.        break;   
365.    // "Bandwidth" metric   
366.    case 3:   
367.        synthesis = 4;   
368.        break;   
369.    // "CPU" metric   
370.    case 4:   
371.        synthesis = 4;   
372.        break;   
373.    // An invalid metric   
374.    default:   
375.        break;   
376.    }   
377.    // The result is returned   
378.    return synthesis;   
379. }   
380.   
381. // Method for applying a synthesis to a path   
382. std::vector<float> AlgPA::applySynthesis(int metric,   
383.        std::vector<std::string> path, NetReq req,   
384.        std::vector<int> nodeHistory) {   
385.    // Vector that stores the results of the applied synthesis   
386.    std::vector<float> syntResult;   
387.   
388.    // Depending on the metric received, a different methodology is applied.   
389.    switch (metric)   
390.    {   
391.    // If "number of hops" metric is applied   
392.    case 1:   
393.        for (unsigned int i = 1; i < path.size(); i++)   
394.            syntResult.push_back(path.size()-i);   
395.        break;   
396.    // If "delay" metric is applied   
397.    case 2:   
398.        for (unsigned int i = 0; i < path.size()-1; i++)   
399.        {   
400.            // Float that stores the total delay of a path   
401.            float totalDelay = 0;   
402.            // Integer that points to the position of a link within the list   
403.            // of links   
404.            unsigned int pos;   
405.            // The last links in the path are omitted when less letters   
406.            // are considered   
407.            for (unsigned int j = 0; j < path.size()-(1+i); j++)   
408.            {   
409.                // The position of the current link is obtained   
410.                findLink(path[j], path[j+1], pos);   
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411.                // The delay of the current link is added to the total delay   
412.                totalDelay = totalDelay + netLinks[pos].getDelay();   
413.            }   
414.            // The total delay for the current letter is added to the vector   
415.            // of results   
416.            syntResult.push_back(totalDelay);   
417.        }   
418.        break;   
419.    // If "bandwidth" metric is applied   
420.    case 3:   
421.        for (unsigned int i = 0; i < path.size()-1; i++)   
422.        {   
423.            // List of the calculated spare bandwidth available after   
424.            // subtracting demands   
425.            std::vector<float> listBW;   
426.         // Integer that points to the position of a link within the list of   
427.            // substrate links   
428.            unsigned int pos;   
429.            // Integer that points to the position of a link request within   
430.            // the list of virtual links   
431.            unsigned int vpos;   
432.            // The last links in the path are omitted when less letters are   
433.            // considered   
434.            for (unsigned int j = 0; j < path.size()-(1+i); j++)   
435.            {   
436.                // The position of the current substrate link is obtained   
437.                findLink(path[j], path[j+1], pos);   
438.                // The position of the current virtual link is obtained   
439.                req.findVLink(path[0],path[path.size()-1], vpos);   
440.                // The difference between physical bandwidth available and   
441.                // virtual bandwidth requested for the current link is added   
442.                // to the list   
443.                listBW.push_back(netLinks[pos].getBandwidth()- 
444.                   req.vLinks[vpos].getReqBandwidth());   
445.            }   
446.            // The minimum resulting bandwidth is added to the vector of   
447.            // results   
448.            syntResult.push_back(*std::min_element(listBW.begin(),   
449.                    listBW.end()));   
450.        }   
451.        break;   
452.    // If "cpu" metric is applied   
453.    case 4:   
454.        // The number of letters of the synthesis equals to the iterations of  
455.        // the process   
456.        for (unsigned int i = 0; i < path.size()-1; i++)   
457.        {   
458.            // Float that stores the required cpu for the current node   
459.            float reqCPU = 0;   
460.            // List of the calculated spare cpu available after subtracting   
461.            // demands   
462.            std::vector<float> listCPU;   
463.         // Integer that points to the position of a node within the list of   
464.            // substrate nodes   
465.            unsigned int pos;   
466.            // Integer that points to the position of a node cpu request   
467.            // within the list of virtual nodes or to a virtual link (hidden   
468.            // hop cpu)   
469.            unsigned int vpos;   
470.            // The last links in the path are omitted when less letters are   
471.            // considered   
472.            for (unsigned int j = 0; j < path.size()-i; j++)   
473.            {   
474.                // The position of the current substrate node is obtained   
475.                findNode(path[j],pos);   
476.   
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477.                // If "j" points to the first or the last node in the path   
478.                if ((j == 0) || (j == (path.size()-1)))   
479.                {   
480.                    // Nodes in the VNR are updated only if they are hidden   
481.                    // hops or if they have not been previously assigned as   
482.                    // origin or end of a link   
483.                    if (!(std::find(nodeHistory.begin(), nodeHistory.end(),   
484.                            pos) != nodeHistory.end()))   
485.                    {   
486.                        // Find the node in the list of virtual nodes   
487.                        req.findVNode(path[j],vpos);   
488.                        // Obtain the required cpu for this node   
489.                        reqCPU = req.vNodes[vpos].getReqCPU();   
490.                    }   
491.                    // If previously updated, the subtracted CPU capacity is 0 
492.                    else   
493.                    {   
494.                        reqCPU = 0;   
495.                    }   
496.                }   
497.   
498.   
499.                // If "j" points to a hidden hop node   
500.                else   
501.                {   
502.                    // Find the hidden hop cpu requested in the corresponding  
503.                    // virtual link   
504.                    req.findVLink(path[0],path[path.size()-1], vpos);   
505.                    // Obtain the required cpu for this node   
506.                    reqCPU = req.vLinks[vpos].getReqHopCPU();   
507.                }   
508.                // The difference between physical cpu available and virtual   
509.                // cpu requested for the current node is added to the list   
510.                listCPU.push_back(netNodes[pos].getCPU()-reqCPU);   
511.            }   
512.            // The minimum resulting cpu is added to the vector of results   
513.            syntResult.push_back(*std::min_element(listCPU.begin(),   
514.                    listCPU.end()));   
515.        }   
516.        break;   
517.    // If an invalid metric is selected, an empty vector is returned   
518.    default:   
519.        break;   
520.    };   
521.   
522.    // The results are returned   
523.    return syntResult;   
524. }   
525.   
526. // Method that checks if a set of metrics is valid   
527. bool AlgPA::metricValidator(int synthesis, std::vector<float> metrics,   
528.        float bound) {   
529.    // Check all the letters of a metric   
530.    for (unsigned int i = 0; i < metrics.size(); i++)   
531.    {   
532.        switch (synthesis)   
533.        {   
534.        // Synthesis 1 - "add"   
535.        case 1:   
536.            if (metrics[i] > bound)   
537.                return false;   
538.            break;   
539.        // Synthesis 2 - "mult" - TODO Implement the proper algorithm   
540.        case 2:   
541.            break;   
542.        // Synthesis 3 - "max" - TODO Implement the proper algorithm   
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543.        case 3:   
544.            break;   
545.        // Synthesis 4 - "min"   
546.        case 4:   
547.            if (metrics [i] < 0)   
548.                return false;   
549.            break;   
550.        // Invalid synthesis   
551.        default:   
552.            return false;   
553.        }   
554.    }   
555.    return true;   
556. }   
557.   
558. // Method to check if a set of metrics is valid and better than an older set   
559. bool AlgPA::betterMetric(int synthesis, std::vector<float> metA,   
560.        std::vector<float> metB, float bound) {   
561.    // The process is repeated until the end of the current set of metrics   
562.    // is reached   
563.    for (unsigned int i = 0; i < metB.size(); i++)   
564.    {   
565.        // If the size of the previous metric is reached and both metrics have 
566.        // been equal during the process, then metB is not better than metA   
567.        if (i >= metA.size())   
568.            return false;   
569.        // Depending on the synthesis received, a different methodology is   
570.        // applied   
571.        switch (synthesis)   
572.        {   
573.        // If "add" synthesis is applied   
574.        case 1:   
575.            // If the figures of the new set are higher than in the old one or 
576.            // they exceed the fixed bound, then metB is not better than metA  
577.            if ((metA[i] < metB[i]) || (metB[i] > bound))   
578.                return false;   
579.            break;   
580.        // If "mult" synthesis is applied   
581.        case 2: // TODO Implement the proper algorithm   
582.            break;   
583.        // If "max" synthesis is applied   
584.        case 3: // TODO Implement the proper algorithm   
585.            break;   
586.        // If "min" synthesis is applied   
587.        case 4:   
588.            // If the figures of the new set are lesser than in the old one   
589.            // or they are negative, then metB is not better than metA   
590.            if ((metA[i] > metB[i]) || (metB[i] < 0))   
591.                return false;   
592.            break;   
593.        // If an invalid synthesis is applied   
594.        default:   
595.            // An error has been produced and so, it cannot be ensured if metB 
596.            // is better or not than metA   
597.            return false;   
598.        };   
599.    }   
600.    // If none bound have been exceeded and its metrics figures are better,   
601.    // then metB is better or equal to metA for the current synthesis   
602.    return true;   
603. }   
604.   
605. // Method to calculate a set of synthesis for a virtual network request   
606. int AlgPA::chosePath(std::vector<int> synthesisSet,   
607.        std::vector<int> metricSet,   
608.        std::vector<std::vector<std::string> > pathSet, NetReq req,   
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609.        std::vector<int> nodeHistory) {   
610.    // Pointer to the best path position in the list of paths   
611.    int bestPathPos = -1;   
612.    // If there is at least one path in the set of paths   
613.    if (pathSet.size() > 0)   
614.    {   
615.    // Best path metrics   
616.    std::vector<std::vector<float> > bestPathMetrics;   
617.    // Currently investigated path metrics   
618.    std::vector<std::vector<float> > curPathMetrics;   
619.    // Pointer to the virtual link   
620.    unsigned int vpos;   
621.    // The pointer is fixed to the current virtual link. Given that all the   
622.    // paths describe the same source to origin path, the procedure is always  
623.    // valid   
624.    req.findVLink(pathSet[0][0],pathSet[0][pathSet[0].size()-1], vpos);   
625.   
626.    for (unsigned int i = 0; i < pathSet.size(); i++)   
627.    {   
628.        // The current metric is cleared   
629.        curPathMetrics.clear();   
630.        // Iterator for the synthesis set   
631.        unsigned int j = 0;   
632.        // Boolean to check if a path keeps on being valid   
633.        bool validPath = true;   
634.   
635.        do {   
636.            // The current path metric is obtained   
637.            curPathMetrics.push_back(applySynthesis(metricSet[j], pathSet[i],  
638.                    req, nodeHistory));   
639.   
640.            // Float used to store a bound used in some synthesis (i.e. delay) 
641.            float bound = std::numeric_limits<float>::max();   
642.            // If the current synthesis is delay, the bound is updated   
643.            if (metricSet[j] == 2)   
644.                bound = req.vLinks[vpos].getReqDelay();   
645.   
646.            if (bestPathMetrics.size() == 0)   
647.            {   
648.               validPath = metricValidator(synthesisSet[j], curPathMetrics[j], 
649.                        bound);   
650.            }   
651.            else   
652.            {   
653.                validPath = betterMetric(synthesisSet[j], bestPathMetrics[j],  
654.                        curPathMetrics[j], bound);   
655.            }   
656.   
657.            j++;   
658.   
659.        } while ((j < metricSet.size()) && (validPath));   
660.   
661.        if (validPath)   
662.        {   
663.            bestPathMetrics = curPathMetrics;   
664.            bestPathPos = i;   
665.        }   
666.    }   
667.   
668.    // If a valid path is found, its data is shown   
669.    if (bestPathPos != -1)   
670.    {   
671.        std::cout << "\nThe chosen path is:\n";   
672.        for( std::vector<std::string>::const_iterator k = pathSet[bestPathPos] 
673.            .begin(); k != pathSet[bestPathPos].end(); ++k)   
674.            std::cout << *k << ' ';   
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675.        std::cout << "\n";   
676.   
677.        std::cout << "With metrics:\n";   
678.        for (unsigned int j = 0; j < metricSet.size(); j++)   
679.        {   
680.            for( std::vector<float>::const_iterator it = bestPathMetrics[j].   
681.                    begin(); it != bestPathMetrics[j].end(); ++it)   
682.                std::cout << *it << ' ';   
683.            std::cout << " / ";   
684.        }   
685.        std::cout << "\n";   
686.    }   
687.    else   
688.    {   
689.        if (pathSet.size() == 1)   
690.        {   
691.            std::cout << "\nProposed bidirectional return path: ";   
692.            for( std::vector<std::string>::const_iterator k = pathSet[0].   
693.                    begin(); k != pathSet[0].end(); ++k)   
694.                std::cout << *k << ' ';   
695.            std::cout << " not valid. Proceeding to a normal path "   
696.                    "exploration...\n";   
697.        }   
698.        else   
699.            std::cout << "\nNo valid path could be found\n\n";   
700.    }   
701.    }   
702.    return bestPathPos;   
703. }   
704.   
705. // Method to assign the required resources of a virtual path   
706. void AlgPA::assignPath(std::vector<std::string> path, NetReq req,   
707.        std::vector<int> &nodeHistory) {   
708. // Integer that points to the position of a link or node within the list of   
709.    // substrate resources   
710.    unsigned int pos;   
711. // Integer that points to the position of a link or node request within the   
712.    // list of virtual requests   
713.    unsigned int vpos;   
714.    // Float that stores the required cpu for the current node   
715.    float reqCPU = 0;   
716.   
717.    // Links assignment   
718.    for (unsigned int j = 0; j < path.size()-1; j++)   
719.    {   
720.        // The position of the current substrate link is obtained   
721.        findLink(path[j], path[j+1], pos);   
722.        // The position of the current virtual link is obtained   
723.        req.findVLink(path[0],path[path.size()-1], vpos);   
724.        // The available bandwidth in the substrate link is updated by   
725.        // subtracting the required bandwidth of the VNR   
726.        netLinks[pos].setBandwidth(netLinks[pos].getBandwidth()-req.   
727.                vLinks[vpos].getReqBandwidth());   
728.   
729.        std::cout << netLinks[pos].getOrigNode() << " to " << netLinks[pos].   
730.             getDestNode() << " BW is now: " << netLinks[pos].getBandwidth()   
731.                << "\n";   
732.    }   
733.   
734.    // Nodes assignment   
735.    for (unsigned int j = 0; j < path.size(); j++)   
736.    {   
737.        // The position of the current substrate node is obtained   
738.        findNode(path[j],pos);   
739.   
740.        // If the node CPU is a regular value   
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741.        if (netNodes[pos].getCPU() != std::numeric_limits<float>::max())   
742.        {   
743.            // If "j" points to the first or the last node in the path   
744.            if ((j == 0) || (j == (path.size()-1)))   
745.            {   
746.             // Nodes in the VNR are updated only if they are hidden hops or   
747.                // if they have not been previously assigned as origin or end  
748.                // of a link   
749.             if (!(std::find(nodeHistory.begin(), nodeHistory.end(), pos) !=   
750.                        nodeHistory.end()))   
751.                {   
752.                    // Find the node in the list of virtual nodes   
753.                    req.findVNode(path[j],vpos);   
754.                    // Obtain the required cpu for this node   
755.                    reqCPU = req.vNodes[vpos].getReqCPU();   
756.                    // The nodes are added to history   
757.                    nodeHistory.push_back(pos);   
758.                }   
759.                // If previously updated, the subtracted CPU capacity is 0   
760.                else   
761.                {   
762.                    reqCPU = 0;   
763.                }   
764.            }   
765.            // If "j" points to a hidden hop node   
766.            else   
767.            {   
768.                // Find the hidden hop cpu requested in the corresponding   
769.                // virtual link   
770.                req.findVLink(path[0],path[path.size()-1], vpos);   
771.                // Obtain the required cpu for this node   
772.                reqCPU = req.vLinks[vpos].getReqHopCPU();   
773.            }   
774.            // The available cpu in the substrate node is updated by   
775.            // subtracting the required cpu   
776.            netNodes[pos].setCPU(netNodes[pos].getCPU()-reqCPU);   
777.   
778.            std::cout << netNodes[pos].getNodeName() << " cpu is now: " <<   
779.                    netNodes[pos].getCPU() << "\n";   
780.        }   
781.        // Else, if the current substrate node is a "meta node", its CPU is   
782.        // maximum and only simbolic.   
783.        else   
784.        {   
785.            // Node history update   
786.            nodeHistory.push_back(pos);   
787.        }   
788.    }   
789. }   
790.   
791. // Method to unassign the resources of a virtual path   
792. void AlgPA::unassignPath(std::vector<std::string> path, NetReq req,   
793.        std::vector<int> &nodeHistory) {   
794. // Integer that points to the position of a link or node within the list of   
795.    // substrate resources   
796.    unsigned int pos;   
797.    // Integer that points to the position of a link or node request within   
798.    // the list of virtual requests   
799.    unsigned int vpos;   
800.    // Float that stores the recovered cpu for the current node   
801.    float reqCPU = 0;   
802.   
803.    // Links unassignment   
804.    for (unsigned int j = 0; j < path.size()-1; j++)   
805.    {   
806.        // The position of the current substrate link is obtained   
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807.        findLink(path[j], path[j+1], pos);   
808.        // The position of the current virtual link is obtained   
809.        req.findVLink(path[0],path[path.size()-1], vpos);   
810.        // The available bandwidth in the substrate link is updated by adding  
811.        // the requested bandwidth of the VNR   
812.        netLinks[pos].setBandwidth(netLinks[pos].getBandwidth()+req.   
813.                vLinks[vpos].getReqBandwidth());   
814.   
815.        std::cout << netLinks[pos].getOrigNode() << " to " << netLinks[pos].   
816.             getDestNode() << " BW is now: " << netLinks[pos].getBandwidth()   
817.                << "\n";   
818.    }   
819.   
820.    // Nodes unassignment   
821.    for (unsigned int j = 0; j < path.size(); j++)   
822.    {   
823.        // The position of the current substrate node is obtained   
824.        findNode(path[j],pos);   
825.   
826.        // If the node CPU is a regular value   
827.        if (netNodes[pos].getCPU() != std::numeric_limits<float>::max())   
828.        {   
829.            // If "j" points to the first or the last node in the path   
830.            if ((j == 0) || (j == (path.size()-1)))   
831.            {   
832.             // Nodes in the VNR are updated only if they are hidden hops or   
833.                // if they have not been previously assigned as origin or end  
834.                // of a link   
835.                if (!(std::find(nodeHistory.begin(), nodeHistory.end(), pos)  
836.                      != nodeHistory.end()))   
837.                {   
838.                    // Find the node in the list of virtual nodes   
839.                    req.findVNode(path[j],vpos);   
840.                    // Obtain the required cpu for this node   
841.                    reqCPU = req.vNodes[vpos].getReqCPU();   
842.                    // The nodes are added to history   
843.                    nodeHistory.push_back(pos);   
844.                }   
845.                // If previously updated, the added CPU capacity is 0   
846.                else   
847.                {   
848.                    reqCPU = 0;   
849.                }   
850.            }   
851.            // If "j" points to a hidden hop node   
852.            else   
853.            {   
854.                // Find the hidden hop cpu requested in the corresponding   
855.                // virtual link   
856.                req.findVLink(path[0],path[path.size()-1], vpos);   
857.                // Obtain the required cpu for this node   
858.                reqCPU = req.vLinks[vpos].getReqHopCPU();   
859.            }   
860.            // The available cpu in the substrate node is updated by   
861.            // adding the required cpu   
862.            netNodes[pos].setCPU(netNodes[pos].getCPU()+reqCPU);   
863.   
864.            std::cout << netNodes[pos].getNodeName() << " cpu is now: " <<   
865.                    netNodes[pos].getCPU() << "\n";   
866.        }   
867.        // Else, if the current substrate node is a "meta node", its CPU is   
868.        // maximum and only simbolic.   
869.        else   
870.        {   
871.            // Node history update   
872.            nodeHistory.push_back(pos);   
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873.        }   
874.    }   
875. }   
876.   
877. // Method used to try to allocate a virtual network request   
878. bool AlgPA::allocateRequest(NetReq curReq, unsigned int maxHist) {   
879. // Vector that stores the list of paths chosen as the best by the algorithm   
880.    std::vector<std::vector<std::string> > chosenPaths;   
881.    // Vector that stores the list of paths found by path exploring   
882.    std::vector<std::vector<std::string> > pathSet;   
883.    // Vector that stores the list of assigned VNR nodes   
884.    std::vector<int> nodeHistory;   
885.    // Vector that stores a backup of the nodes   
886.    std::vector<Node> backupNodes = netNodes;   
887.    // Vector that stores a backup of the links   
888.    std::vector<Link> backupLinks = netLinks;   
889.    // Request Valid indicator   
890.    bool reqValid = true;   
891.    // Pointer to the position of the chosen path in a set of paths   
892.    int pathPos;   
893.    // Vector used to keep track of the path assigned to an assigned link   
894.    // marked as TSP   
895.    std::vector<int> pointerTSP;   
896.    // Vector that stores all the assigned TSP tags   
897.    std::vector<std::string> assignedTSP;   
898.    // Used to generate the path exploration reports   
899.    DataManager dataMg;   
900.   
901.    unsigned int j = 0;     // Loop counter   
902.    std::string nodeA = ""; // Current origin node   
903.    std::string nodeB = ""; // Current destination node   
904.   
905.    do {   
906.        // Current origin and destination nodes assignation   
907.        nodeA = curReq.vLinks[j].getOrigNode();   
908.        nodeB = curReq.vLinks[j].getDestNode();   
909.        pathPos = -1;   
910.   
911.        // If the link is TSP tagged and in the list of TSP tags   
912.        if ((!curReq.vLinks[j].getTSPtag().empty()) && (std::find(   
913.                assignedTSP.begin(), assignedTSP.end(),   
914.                curReq.vLinks[j].getTSPtag()) != assignedTSP.end()))   
915.        {   
916.            std::cout << "\nTrying to allocate a proposed bidirectional "   
917.                    "return path...\n";   
918.            // The path chosen for the link identified with the same TSP tag   
919.            // is recovered   
920.            std::vector<std::string>::iterator it = std::find(assignedTSP.   
921.                    begin(), assignedTSP.end(), curReq.vLinks[j].getTSPtag()); 
922.            int pos = std::distance(assignedTSP.begin(), it);   
923.            std::vector<std::string> path = chosenPaths[pointerTSP[pos]];   
924.            // The vector of found paths is cleared from other results   
925.            pathSet.clear();   
926.            // The previous chosen path is reversed   
927.            pathSet.push_back(std::vector<std::string>(path.rbegin(),   
928.                    path.rend()));   
929.            // And tested if it is valid   
930.            pathPos = chosePath(curReq.synthesis, curReq.metrics, pathSet,   
931.                    curReq, nodeHistory);   
932.            // If the proposed path is not valid, then a normal assignment   
933.            // is tried   
934.            if (pathPos == -1)   
935.            {   
936.                // The vector of found paths is cleared from other results   
937.                pathSet.clear();   
938.                // Time variables   
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939.                struct timeval t1, t2;   
940.                gettimeofday(&t1, NULL);   
941.                // The vector of found paths is updated   
942.                pathSet = pathExplorer(nodeA, nodeB, maxHist);   
943.                // The allocation time is stored in the report   
944.                std::string fileName = sourcePath + "/Report/" + pathExpReport 
945.                        + ".csv";   
946.                gettimeofday(&t2, NULL);   
947.                double repoTime = (t2.tv_sec - t1.tv_sec) * 1000 +  
948.                (t2.tv_usec - t1.tv_usec)/1000;   
949.                dataMg.updateReport(fileName, repoTime);   
950.                // The synthesis is applied to the set of found paths and the  
951.                // best one is selected. Its position in the vector of found  
952.                // paths is stored in pathPos   
953.                pathPos = chosePath(curReq.synthesis, curReq.metrics, pathSet, 
954.                        curReq, nodeHistory);   
955.            }   
956.        }   
957.        else   
958.        {   
959.            // The vector of found paths is cleared from the previous results  
960.            pathSet.clear();   
961.            // Time variables   
962.            struct timeval t1, t2;   
963.            gettimeofday(&t1, NULL);   
964.            // The vector of found paths is updated   
965.            pathSet = pathExplorer(nodeA, nodeB, maxHist);   
966.            // The allocation time is stored in the report   
967.            std::string fileName = sourcePath + "/Report/" + pathExpReport +   
968.                    ".csv";   
969.            gettimeofday(&t2, NULL);   
970.            double repoTime = (t2.tv_sec - t1.tv_sec) * 1000 + (t2.tv_usec   
971.                    - t1.tv_usec)/1000;   
972.            dataMg.updateReport(fileName, repoTime);   
973.            // The synthesis is applied to the set of found paths and the best 
974.            // one is selected. Its position in the vector of found paths is  
975.            // stored in pathPos   
976.            pathPos = chosePath(curReq.synthesis, curReq.metrics, pathSet,   
977.                    curReq, nodeHistory);   
978.        }   
979.   
980.        // If no valid path has been found, then the history is restored   
981.        if (pathPos == -1)   
982.        {   
983.            netNodes.clear();   
984.            netNodes = backupNodes;   
985.            netLinks.clear();   
986.            netLinks = backupLinks;   
987.            reqValid = false;   
988.   
989.            std::cout << "VNR not assigned\n";   
990.        }   
991.        // Else, it is assigned   
992.        else   
993.        {   
994.            assignPath(pathSet[pathPos], curReq, nodeHistory);   
995.            // The chosen path is stored   
996.            chosenPaths.push_back(pathSet[pathPos]);   
997.   
998.            // If the TSP tag is not empty and new   
999.            if ((!curReq.vLinks[j].getTSPtag().empty()) && (!(std::find(   
1000.                     assignedTSP.begin(), assignedTSP.end(),   
1001.                     curReq.vLinks[j].getTSPtag()) !=  
1002.                     assignedTSP.end())))   
1003.             {   
1004.                 // Vector of TSP are updated   
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1005.                 assignedTSP.push_back(curReq.vLinks[j].getTSPtag());   
1006.                 pointerTSP.push_back(chosenPaths.size()-1);   
1007.             }   
1008.         }   
1009.    
1010.         // The counter is increased   
1011.         j++;   
1012.    // The process is repeated while there are virtual links to assign   
1013.         // and while the overall VNR is valid   
1014.     } while ((j < curReq.vLinks.size()) && (reqValid == true));   
1015.    
1016.     // Once all the virtual links are correctly assigned, the chosen  
1017.     // paths are stored to free resources in the future   
1018.     if (reqValid == true)   
1019.         assignedPaths.push_back(chosenPaths);   
1020.    
1021.     return reqValid; // Returns the state of the assignment   
1022. }   
1023.    
1024. // Method used to deallocate a virtual network request   
1025. void AlgPA::deallocateRequest(NetReq req,   
1026.         std::vector<std::vector<std::string> > pathSet) {   
1027.     // Vector that stores the list of deallocated VNR nodes   
1028.     std::vector<int> nodeHistory;   
1029.     // Each virtual link in the request is deallocated   
1030.     for (unsigned int i = 0; i < pathSet.size(); i++)   
1031.     {   
1032.         unassignPath(pathSet[i], req, nodeHistory);   
1033.     }   
1034. }   
1035.    
1036. // Method used to execute the VNR reader process   
1037. int AlgPA::executeReader(std::string sourcePath) {   
1038.     // Constant used to read only files   
1039.     const unsigned char isFile =0x8;   
1040.     // Directory stream object   
1041.     DIR *dir;   
1042.     struct dirent *ent;   
1043.     DataManager inputData;   
1044.    
1045.     do {   
1046.    
1047.         pthread_mutex_lock( &dataMutex );   
1048.    
1049.         // If the directory is found   
1050.         if ((dir = opendir (sourcePath.c_str())) != NULL)   
1051.         {   
1052.     // Load in the input VNR vector all the requests within directory   
1053.             while ((ent = readdir (dir)) != NULL)   
1054.             {   
1055.                 // Only listed files are loaded   
1056.                 if ( ent->d_type == isFile)   
1057.                 {   
1058.               // The full path to the file is created and its content   
1059.                     // loaded   
1060.                     std::string path = sourcePath + ent->d_name;   
1061.                     bool res = inputData.loadVirtualNet(path,*this);   
1062.                     // Once read, the file with the VNR is deleted   
1063.                     if (res == true)   
1064.                     {   
1065.                         if (remove(path.c_str()) != 0 )   
1066.                         {   
1067.                             perror( 
1068.                             "Error deleting Virtual Request file");   
1069.                         }   
1070.                 // The total amount of received requests is increased   
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1071.                         // by 1   
1072.                         totalVNR++;   
1073.                     }   
1074.                 }   
1075.             }   
1076.             // Once finished, the directory is closed   
1077.             closedir (dir);   
1078.         }   
1079.         else   
1080.         {   
1081.             // If an error is produced while opening the directory, the 
1082.             // program is stopped   
1083.          std::cout << "Error produced trying to open the directory. "   
1084.                     "The program will finish\n";   
1085.             stop = true;   
1086.         }   
1087.    
1088.         pthread_mutex_unlock( &dataMutex );   
1089.    
1090.     } while (!stop);   
1091.     return 0;   
1092. }   
1093.    
1094. // Method used to execute the VNR allocating process   
1095. int AlgPA::executeAllocator(time_t start) {   
1096.     // Vector used to store the indexes of the inputReq to be erased   
1097.     std::vector<unsigned int> positions;   
1098.     // Boolean used as indicator of the correct assignment of a VNR   
1099.     bool assigned;   
1100.     // Data Manager object used to print the status of the network  
1101.     // when it a registers a new VNR allocation   
1102.     DataManager dataMg;   
1103.    
1104.     do {   
1105.         // The vector is cleared for safety   
1106.         positions.clear();   
1107.    
1108.         pthread_mutex_lock( &dataMutex );   
1109.    
1110.         for (unsigned int i = 0; i < inputReq.size(); i++)   
1111.         {   
1112.             // The start time of the VNR is calculated   
1113.             struct tm startTime_tm = *localtime(&start);   
1114.             startTime_tm.tm_sec += inputReq[i].startTime;   
1115.             // The expiration time of the VNR is calculated   
1116.             struct tm exitTime_tm = *localtime(&start);   
1117.             exitTime_tm.tm_sec += inputReq[i].startTime +  
1118.                  inputReq[i].duration;   
1119.    
1120.    // If the clock time equals or exceeds the start time and does not   
1121.      // exceed the exit time, the VNR is not expired and is allocated   
1122.             time_t curTime = time(0);   
1123.             struct timeval t1, t2;   
1124.             gettimeofday(&t1, NULL);   
1125.             if (curTime >= mktime(&startTime_tm))   
1126.             {   
1127.                 if(curTime < mktime(&exitTime_tm))   
1128.                 {   
1129.                     assigned = false;   
1130.                     std::cout << "\n\nAllocating VNR\n";   
1131.             // The synthesis to be applied to each metric is added to   
1132.                     // the synthesis vector   
1133.                     for (unsigned int j = 0; j < inputReq[i]. 
1134.                          metrics.size(); j++)   
1135.                     {   
1136.                         inputReq[i].synthesis.push_back( 
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1137.                            assignSynthesis(inputReq[i].metrics[j]));   
1138.                     }   
1139.                     // The VNR is tried to be allocated   
1140.                     assigned = allocateRequest(inputReq[i], inputReq[i] 
1141.                          .maxDepthExpl);   
1142.                     if (assigned)   
1143.                     {   
1144.                  // If assigned, the network current status is stored   
1145.                         // in the "History" folder   
1146.                         char buffer [80];   
1147.                         strftime (buffer,80,"%F_%T",&startTime_tm);   
1148.                         std::string fileName = sourcePath + "/History/" 
1149.                                 + buffer + ".dot";   
1150.                         dataMg.printNetwork(fileName, *this);   
1151.                         // The allocation time is stored in the report  
1152.                         fileName.clear();   
1153.                         fileName = sourcePath + "/Report/" +  
1154.                                 allocReport + ".csv";   
1155.                         gettimeofday(&t2, NULL);   
1156.                         double repoTime = (t2.tv_sec – 
1157.                                 t1.tv_sec) * 1000 +   
1158.                                 (t2.tv_usec - t1.tv_usec)/1000;   
1159.                         dataMg.updateReport(fileName, repoTime);   
1160.                    // The assigned request is copied in the vector of   
1161.                         // assigned VNR   
1162.                         assigReq.push_back(inputReq[i]);   
1163.                 // The amount of allocated requests is increased by 1   
1164.                         allocVNR++;   
1165.                     }   
1166.                 }   
1167.            // The index is stored for erasing the VNR from the vector   
1168.                 positions.push_back(i);   
1169.             }   
1170.         }   
1171.         // All the allocated VNR are erased from the input buffer   
1172.         for (unsigned int i = 0; i < positions.size(); i++)   
1173.         {   
1174.      // The modifier is recalculated each iteration because the erase   
1175.             // disrupts the original order of the vector   
1176.             unsigned int modifier = positions[i] - i;   
1177.             inputReq.erase(inputReq.begin() + modifier);   
1178.         }   
1179.    
1180.         pthread_mutex_unlock( &dataMutex );   
1181.    
1182.     } while (!stop);   
1183.     return 0;   
1184. }   
1185.    
1186. // Method used to execute the VNR deallocating process   
1187. int AlgPA::executeDeallocator(time_t start) {   
1188.     // Vector used to store the indexes of the VNR to be erased   
1189.     std::vector<unsigned int> positions;   
1190.     // Data Manager object used to print the status of the network 
1191.     // when it a  registers a new VNR deallocation   
1192.     DataManager dataMg;   
1193.    
1194.     // While the program is not stopped   
1195.     do {   
1196.         // The vector is cleared for safety   
1197.         positions.clear();   
1198.    
1199.         pthread_mutex_lock( &dataMutex );   
1200.    
1201.         for (unsigned int i = 0; i < assigReq.size(); i++)   
1202.         {   
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1203.             // The expiration time of the VNR is calculated   
1204.             struct tm exitTime_tm = *localtime(&start);   
1205.             exitTime_tm.tm_sec += assigReq[i].startTime +  
1206.                  assigReq[i].duration;   
1207.    
1208.       // If the clock time equals or exceeds the expiration time, the   
1209.             // VNR is deallocated   
1210.             if (time(0) >= mktime(&exitTime_tm))   
1211.             {   
1212.                 std::cout << "\n\nDeallocating VNR\n\n";   
1213.                 deallocateRequest(assigReq[i],assignedPaths[i]);   
1214.         // If assigned, the network current status is stored in the   
1215.                 // "History" folder   
1216.                 char buffer [80];   
1217.                 strftime (buffer,80,"%F_%T",&exitTime_tm);   
1218.                 std::string fileName = sourcePath + "/History/" +   
1219.                         buffer + ".dot";   
1220.                 dataMg.printNetwork(fileName,*this);   
1221.         // The index is stored for erasing the VNR from the vector   
1222.                 positions.push_back(i);   
1223.             }   
1224.         }   
1225.         // All the deallocated VNR are erased   
1226.         for (unsigned int i = 0; i < positions.size(); i++)   
1227.         {   
1228.      // The modifier is recalculated each iteration because the erase   
1229.             // disrupts the original order of the VNR vector   
1230.             unsigned int modifier = positions[i] - i;   
1231.             assigReq.erase(assigReq.begin() + modifier);   
1232.             assignedPaths.erase(assignedPaths.begin() + modifier);   
1233.         }   
1234.    
1235.         pthread_mutex_unlock( &dataMutex );   
1236.    
1237.     } while (!stop);   
1238.     return 0;   
1239. }   
 
A.IV.4. DataManager.h 
 
1. /*  
2.  * DataManager.h  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: 16/01/2014  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
6.  */   
7.    
8. #ifndef DATAMANAGER_H_   
9. #define DATAMANAGER_H_   
10.    
11. #include <vector>   
12. #include "../Logic/AlgPA.h"   
13.    
14. class DataManager {   
15.    
16. public:   
17.     // Constructor   
18.     DataManager();   
19.    
20.     // Destructor   
21.     ~DataManager();   
22.    
23.     //Methods   
24.     int metricTranslator(std::string metric);   
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25.     bool loadSubstrateNet(std::string fileName, AlgPA &algEnv);   
26.     bool loadVirtualNet(std::string fileName, AlgPA &algEnv);   
27.     int printNetwork(std::string fileName, AlgPA &algEnv);   
28.     void updateReport(std::string fileName, double curTime);   
29. };   
30.    
31. #endif /* DATAMANAGER_H_ */   
 
A.IV.5. DataManager.cpp 
 
1. /*  
2.  * DataManager.cpp  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: 16/01/2014  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
6.  */   
7.    
8. #include <sys/file.h>   
9. #include <cstdlib>   
10. #include <string.h>   
11. #include <stdio.h>   
12. #include <iostream>   
13. #include <fstream>   
14. #include <vector>   
15. #include <limits>   
16. #include <unistd.h>   
17. #include "DataManager.h"   
18. #include "../Logic/AlgPA.h"   
19. #include "../Elements/Substrate/Node.h"   
20. #include "../Elements/Substrate/Link.h"   
21. #include "../Elements/Virtual/NetReq.h"   
22. #include "../External/rapidxml-1.13/rapidxml.hpp"   
23.    
24. using namespace rapidxml;   
25.    
26. /*  
27.  *----- CONSTRUCTOR -----  
28.  */   
29.    
30. // Default Constructor   
31. DataManager::DataManager() {   
32. }   
33.    
34. /*  
35.  *----- DESTRUCTOR -----  
36.  */   
37.    
38. // Default Destructor   
39. DataManager::~DataManager() {   
40. }   
41.    
42. /*  
43.  *----- METHODS -----  
44.  */   
45.    
46. // Method to convert the metrics from alphabetical form to numerical form   
47. int DataManager::metricTranslator(std::string metric) {   
48.     int numMetric;   
49.     // Depending on the metric received, it is returned a different integer   
50.     // code   
51.     if (metric == "Hops")   
52.         numMetric = 1;   
53.     else if (metric == "Delay")   
54.         numMetric = 2;   
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55.     else if (metric == "BW")   
56.         numMetric = 3;   
57.     else if (metric == "CPU")   
58.         numMetric = 4;   
59.     else   
60.         numMetric = 0;   
61.    
62.     return numMetric;   
63. }   
64.    
65. // Method to load the substrate network data of the scenario   
66. bool DataManager::loadSubstrateNet(std::string fileName, AlgPA &algEnv) {   
67.     // File containing the xml document   
68.     xml_document<> doc;   
69.     // Xml root node   
70.     xml_node<> * root_node;   
71.     // Read the xml file into a vector   
72.     std::ifstream file (fileName.c_str());   
73.     std::vector<char> buffer((std::istreambuf_iterator<char>(file)),   
74.             std::istreambuf_iterator<char>());   
75.     buffer.push_back('\0');   
76.     // Parse the buffer using the xml file parsing library into doc   
77.     doc.parse<0>(&buffer[0]);   
78.     // Find the "Substrate Network" node   
79.     root_node = doc.first_node("SubstrateNetwork");   
80.     // Find the "Nodes" node   
81.     xml_node<> * Nodes_node = root_node->first_node("Nodes");   
82.     // Iterate over the network nodes   
83.     for (xml_node<> * netNode = Nodes_node->first_node("Node"); netNode;   
84.             netNode = netNode->next_sibling())   
85.     {   
86.         // Obtain the "Name" and "CPU" values   
87.         std::string nodeName (netNode->first_node("Name")->value());   
88.         std::string nodeCPU (netNode->first_node("CPU")->value());   
89.         float cpuValue = 0.0f;   
90.         if (nodeCPU == "Inf")   
91.             cpuValue = std::numeric_limits<float>::max();   
92.         else   
93.             cpuValue = atof(nodeCPU.c_str());   
94.    
95.         // A node object is created and added to the list of nodes   
96.         Node curNode (nodeName, cpuValue);   
97.         algEnv.netNodes.push_back(curNode);   
98.     }   
99.     // Find the "Links" node   
100.    xml_node<> * Links_node = root_node->first_node("Links");   
101.    // Iterate over the network links   
102.    for (xml_node<> * netLink = Links_node->first_node("Link"); netLink;   
103.            netLink = netLink->next_sibling())   
104.    {   
105.        // Obtain the "Origin Node", "Destination Node", "Bandwidth" and   
106.        // "Delay" values   
107.        std::string origNode (netLink->first_node("OrigNode")->value());   
108.        std::string destNode (netLink->first_node("DestNode")->value());   
109.        float nodeBW = atof((netLink->first_node("BW")->value()));   
110.        float nodeDelay = atof((netLink->first_node("Delay")->value()));   
111.        // A link object is created and added to the list of links   
112.        Link curLink (origNode, destNode, nodeBW, nodeDelay);   
113.        algEnv.netLinks.push_back(curLink);   
114.    }   
115.    return true;   
116. }   
117.   
118. // Method to load a virtual network request   
119. bool DataManager::loadVirtualNet(std::string fileName, AlgPA &algEnv) {   
120.    struct flock lock, savelock;   
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121.    int fd;   
122.   
123.    fd = open(fileName.c_str(), O_RDONLY);   
124.    lock.l_type = F_RDLCK;   
125.    lock.l_start = 0;   
126.    lock.l_whence = SEEK_SET;   
127.    lock.l_len = 0;   
128.    savelock = lock;   
129.    fcntl(fd, F_GETLK, &lock);   
130.    if (lock.l_type == F_WRLCK)   
131.    {   
132. //      printf("File is write-locked by process %ld.\n", lock.l_pid);   
133.        return false;   
134.    }   
135.    close(fd);   
136. //  fcntl(fd, F_SETLK, &savelock);   
137.   
138.    // Virtual Network Request object used to store the file contents   
139.    NetReq vnreq;   
140.    // File containing the xml document   
141.    xml_document<> doc;   
142.    // Xml root node   
143.    xml_node<> * root_node;   
144.    // Read the xml file into a vector   
145.    std::ifstream file (fileName.c_str());   
146.    std::vector<char> buffer((std::istreambuf_iterator<char>(file)),   
147.            std::istreambuf_iterator<char>());   
148.    buffer.push_back('\0');   
149.    // Parse the buffer using the xml file parsing library into doc   
150.    doc.parse<0>(&buffer[0]);   
151.    // Find the "Virtual Network" node   
152.    root_node = doc.first_node("VirtualNetwork");   
153.    // Find the "Start Time" node   
154.    vnreq.startTime = atof((root_node->first_node("StartTime")->value()));   
155.    // Find the "Duration" node   
156.    vnreq.duration = atof((root_node->first_node("Duration")->value()));   
157.    // Find the "MaxDepthExploration" node and save its value   
158.    vnreq.maxDepthExpl = atoi((root_node->first_node("MaxDepthExploration") 
159.            ->value()));   
160.    // Find the "Metrics" node   
161.    xml_node<> * metrics = root_node->first_node("Metrics");   
162.    // Iterate over the metrics   
163.    for (xml_node<> * curMetric = metrics->first_node("Metric"); curMetric;   
164.            curMetric = curMetric->next_sibling())   
165.    {   
166.        // The current metric is translated and added to the vector of metrics 
167.        std::string metricType = curMetric->value();   
168.        int numMetric = metricTranslator(metricType);   
169.        vnreq.metrics.push_back(numMetric);   
170.    }   
171.    // Find the "Nodes" node   
172.    xml_node<> * Nodes_node = root_node->first_node("Nodes");   
173.    // Iterate over the network nodes   
174.    for (xml_node<> * netNode = Nodes_node->first_node("Node"); netNode;   
175.            netNode = netNode->next_sibling())   
176.    {   
177.        // Obtain the "Name" and "Required CPU" values   
178.        std::string nodeName (netNode->first_node("Name")->value());   
179.        float nodeCPU = atof((netNode->first_node("CPU")->value()));   
180.        // A virtual node object is created and added to the list of virtual   
181.        // nodes   
182.        VNode curNode (nodeName, nodeCPU);   
183.        vnreq.vNodes.push_back(curNode);   
184.    }   
185.    // Find the "Links" node   
186.    xml_node<> * Links_node = root_node->first_node("Links");   
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187.    // Iterate over the network links   
188.    for (xml_node<> * netLink = Links_node->first_node("Link"); netLink;   
189.            netLink = netLink->next_sibling())   
190.    {   
191.     // Obtain the "Origin Node", "Destination Node", "Requested Bandwidth",   
192.        // "Requested Delay" and "Requested Hidden Hop CPU" values   
193.        std::string origNode (netLink->first_node("OrigNode")->value());   
194.        std::string destNode (netLink->first_node("DestNode")->value());   
195.        float linkBW = atof((netLink->first_node("BW")->value()));   
196.        float linkDelay = atof((netLink->first_node("Delay")->value()));   
197.        float hidHopCPU = atof((netLink->first_node("HidHopCPU")->value()));   
198.        std::string TSPtag (netLink->first_node("TSP")->value());   
199.        // A virtual link object is created and added to the list of virtual   
200.        // links   
201.        VLink curLink (origNode, destNode, linkBW, linkDelay, hidHopCPU,   
202.                TSPtag);   
203.        vnreq.vLinks.push_back(curLink);   
204.    }   
205.    // Once all the data is read, the VNR is added to the list of requests   
206.    algEnv.inputReq.push_back(vnreq);   
207.    return true;   
208. }   
209.   
210. // Method to generate a graph of the current status of the network   
211. int DataManager::printNetwork(std::string fileName, AlgPA &algEnv) {   
212.    // File that stores the network graph   
213.    std::ofstream netGraph;   
214.    netGraph.open (fileName.c_str());   
215.   
216.    // The first line of the file   
217.    netGraph << "digraph {\n";   
218.    // All the links of the network are added to the graph. There's also   
219.    // specified the available bandwidth and its delay   
220.    for (unsigned int i = 0; i < algEnv.netLinks.size(); i++)   
221.    {   
222.        netGraph << algEnv.netLinks[i].getOrigNode();   
223.        netGraph << " -> ";   
224.        netGraph << algEnv.netLinks[i].getDestNode();   
225.        netGraph << " [headlabel=\"(";   
226.        netGraph << algEnv.netLinks[i].getBandwidth();   
227.        netGraph << ")\\n";   
228.        netGraph << algEnv.netLinks[i].getDelay();   
229.        netGraph << "\",labelfontsize=8,labeldistance=2.5];\n";   
230.    }   
231.    // All the nodes of the network are added to the graph. There's also   
232.    // specified the available CPU   
233.    for (unsigned int i = 0; i < algEnv.netNodes.size(); i++)   
234.    {   
235.        netGraph << algEnv.netNodes[i].getNodeName();   
236.        netGraph << " [label=\"(";   
237.   
238.        if (algEnv.netNodes[i].getCPU() ==  
239.            std::numeric_limits<float>::max())   
240.            netGraph << "Inf";   
241.        else   
242.            netGraph << algEnv.netNodes[i].getCPU();   
243.   
244.        netGraph << ")\\n";   
245.        netGraph << algEnv.netNodes[i].getNodeName();   
246.        netGraph << "\",fontsize=10];\n";   
247.    }   
248.    // The last line of the file is added and the file is closed   
249.    netGraph << "}";   
250.    netGraph.close();   
251.    return 0;   
252. }   
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253.   
254. // Method to update time performance reports   
255. void DataManager::updateReport(std::string fileName, double curTime)   
256. {   
257.    // Create the stream to write on the report   
258.    std::ofstream repoFile;   
259.    // Open the report file in append mode   
260.    repoFile.open(fileName.c_str(), std::ios_base::app);   
261.    // Append the time value   
262.    repoFile << curTime;   
263.    repoFile << "\n";   
264.    // Close the report file   
265.    repoFile.close();   
266. }   
 
A.IV.6. Node.h 
 
1. /*  
2.  * Node.h  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: Dec 16, 2013  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
6.  */   
7.    
8. #ifndef NODE_H_   
9. #define NODE_H_   
10.    
11. #include <string>   
12.    
13. // Class that describes a node   
14. class Node {   
15.    
16. // Node parameters   
17. std::string nodeName;   // Node name   
18. float nodeCPU;          // Node available CPU   
19.    
20. public:   
21.     // Constructors   
22.     Node();   
23.     Node(std::string name, float cpu);   
24.    
25.     // Destructor   
26.     ~Node();   
27.    
28.     // Setters   
29.     void setNodeName(std::string name);   
30.     void setCPU(float cpu);   
31.    
32.     // Getters   
33.     std::string getNodeName();   
34.     float getCPU();   
35. };   
36.    
37. #endif /* NODE_H_ */   
 
A.IV.7. Node.cpp 
 
1. /*  
2.  * Node.cpp  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: Dec 16, 2013  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
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6.  */   
7.    
8. #include "Node.h"   
9. #include <string>   
10.    
11. /*  
12.  *----- CONSTRUCTORS -----  
13.  */   
14.    
15. // Default constructor   
16. Node::Node() {   
17.     nodeName = "";   
18.     nodeCPU = 0.0f;   
19. }   
20.    
21. // Initialized constructor   
22. Node::Node(std::string name, float cpu) {   
23.     nodeName = name;   
24.     nodeCPU = cpu;   
25. }   
26.    
27. /*  
28.  *----- DESTRUCTOR -----  
29.  */   
30.    
31. // Default destructor   
32. Node::~Node() {   
33. }   
34.    
35. /*  
36.  *----- SETTERS -----  
37.  */   
38.    
39. // Setter for the node name   
40. void Node::setNodeName(std::string name) {   
41.     nodeName = name;   
42. }   
43.    
44. // Setter for the node available CPU   
45. void Node::setCPU(float cpu) {   
46.     nodeCPU = cpu;   
47. }   
48.    
49. /*  
50.  *----- GETTERS -----  
51.  */   
52.    
53. // Getter for the node name   
54. std::string Node::getNodeName() {   
55.     return nodeName;   
56. }   
57.    
58. // Getter for the node available CPU   
59. float Node::getCPU() {   
60.     return nodeCPU;   
61. }   
 
A.IV.8. Link.h 
 
1. /*  
2.  * Link.h  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: Dec 16, 2013  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
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6.  */   
7.    
8. #ifndef LINK_H_   
9. #define LINK_H_   
10.    
11. #include <string>   
12.    
13. // Class that describes a link   
14. class Link {   
15.    
16. // Link parameters   
17. std::string origNode;   // Origin node   
18. std::string destNode;   // Destination node   
19. float bandwidth;            // Link bandwidth   
20. float delay;                // Link delay   
21.    
22. public:   
23.     // Constructors   
24.     Link();   
25.     Link(std::string orig, std::string dest, float bw, float dl);   
26.    
27.     // Destructor   
28.     ~Link();   
29.    
30.     // Setters   
31.     void setOrigNode(std::string name);   
32.     void setDestNode(std::string name);   
33.     void setBandwidth(float bw);   
34.     void setDelay(float dl);   
35.    
36.     // Getters   
37.     std::string getOrigNode();   
38.     std::string getDestNode();   
39.     float getBandwidth();   
40.     float getDelay();   
41. };   
42.    
43. #endif /* LINK_H_ */   
 
A.IV.9. Link.cpp 
 
1. /*  
2.  * Link.cpp  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: Dec 16, 2013  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
6.  */   
7.    
8. #include "Link.h"   
9. #include <string>   
10.    
11. /*  
12.  *----- CONSTRUCTORS -----  
13.  */   
14.    
15. // Default constructor   
16. Link::Link() {   
17.     origNode = "";   
18.     destNode = "";   
19.     bandwidth = 0;   
20.     delay = 0;   
21. }   
22.    
23. // Initialized constructor   
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24. Link::Link(std::string orig, std::string dest, float bw, float dl) {   
25.     origNode = orig;    // Initialize origin node   
26.     destNode = dest;    // Initialize destination node   
27.     bandwidth = bw;     // Initialize link bandwidth   
28.     delay = dl;         // Initialize link delay   
29. }   
30.    
31. /*  
32.  *----- DESTRUCTOR -----  
33.  */   
34.    
35. // Default destructor   
36. Link::~Link() {   
37. }   
38.    
39. /*  
40.  *----- SETTERS -----  
41.  */   
42.    
43. // Setter for the link origin node (origNode)   
44. void Link::setOrigNode(std::string name) {   
45.     origNode = name;   
46. }   
47.    
48. // Setter for the link destination node (destNode)   
49. void Link::setDestNode(std::string name) {   
50.     destNode = name;   
51. }   
52.    
53. // Setter for the link bandwidth   
54. void Link::setBandwidth(float bw) {   
55.     bandwidth = bw;   
56. }   
57.    
58. // Setter for the link delay   
59. void Link::setDelay(float dl) {   
60.     delay = dl;   
61. }   
62.    
63. /*  
64.  *----- GETTERS -----  
65.  */   
66.    
67. // Getter for the link origin node (origNode)   
68. std::string Link::getOrigNode() {   
69.     return origNode;   
70. }   
71.    
72. // Getter for the link destination node (destNode)   
73. std::string Link::getDestNode() {   
74.     return destNode;   
75. }   
76.    
77. // Getter for the link bandwidth   
78. float Link::getBandwidth() {   
79.     return bandwidth;   
80. }   
81.    
82. // Getter for the link delay   
83. float Link::getDelay() {   
84.     return delay;   
85. }   
 
A.IV.10. VNode.h 
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1. /*  
2.  * VNode.h  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: 27/12/2013  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
6.  */   
7.    
8. #ifndef VNODE_H_   
9. #define VNODE_H_   
10.    
11. #include <string>   
12.    
13. // Class that describes a virtual node   
14. class VNode {   
15.    
16. // Virtual node parameters   
17. std::string nodeName;   // Virtual node name   
18. float reqCPU;               // Node required CPU   
19.    
20. public:   
21.     // Constructors   
22.     VNode();   
23.     VNode(std::string name, float cpu);   
24.    
25.     // Destructor   
26.     ~VNode();   
27.    
28.     // Setters   
29.     void setNodeName(std::string name);   
30.     void setReqCPU(float cpu);   
31.    
32.     // Getters   
33.     std::string getNodeName();   
34.     float getReqCPU();   
35. };   
36.    
37. #endif /* VNODE_H_ */   
 
A.IV.11. VNode.cpp 
 
1. /*  
2.  * VNode.cpp  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: 27/12/2013  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
6.  */   
7.    
8. #include "VNode.h"   
9. #include <string>   
10.    
11. /*  
12.  *----- CONSTRUCTORS -----  
13.  */   
14.    
15. // Default constructor   
16. VNode::VNode() {   
17.     nodeName = "";   
18.     reqCPU = 0.0f;   
19. }   
20.    
21. // Initialized constructor   
22. VNode::VNode(std::string name, float cpu) {   
23.     nodeName = name;   
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24.     reqCPU = cpu;   
25. }   
26.    
27. /*  
28.  *----- DESTRUCTOR -----  
29.  */   
30.    
31. // Default destructor   
32. VNode::~VNode() {   
33. }   
34.    
35. /*  
36.  *----- SETTERS -----  
37.  */   
38.    
39. // Setter for the node name   
40. void VNode::setNodeName(std::string name) {   
41.     nodeName = name;   
42. }   
43.    
44. // Setter for the node available CPU   
45. void VNode::setReqCPU(float cpu) {   
46.     reqCPU = cpu;   
47. }   
48.    
49. /*  
50.  *----- GETTERS -----  
51.  */   
52.    
53. // Getter for the node name   
54. std::string VNode::getNodeName() {   
55.     return nodeName;   
56. }   
57.    
58. // Getter for the node available CPU   
59. float VNode::getReqCPU() {   
60.     return reqCPU;   
61. }   
 
A.IV.12. VLink.h 
 
1. /*  
2.  * VLink.h  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: 27/12/2013  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
6.  */   
7.    
8. #ifndef VLINK_H_   
9. #define VLINK_H_   
10.    
11. #include <string>   
12.    
13. // Class that describes a virtual link   
14. class VLink {   
15.    
16. // Virtual link parameters   
17. std::string origNode;   // Origin node   
18. std::string destNode;   // Destination node   
19. float reqBW;            // Link's required bandwidth   
20. float reqDelay;         // Link's required delay   
21. float reqHopCPU;        // Hidden hops required CPU   
22. std::string TSPtag;     // "Try same path" tag   
23.    
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24. public:   
25.     // Constructors   
26.     VLink();   
27.     VLink(std::string orig, std::string dest, float bw, float delay,   
28.             float cpu, std::string tag);   
29.    
30.     // Destructor   
31.     ~VLink();   
32.    
33.     // Setters   
34.     void setOrigNode(std::string name);   
35.     void setDestNode(std::string name);   
36.     void setReqBandwidth(float bw);   
37.     void setReqDelay(float dl);   
38.     void setReqHopCPU(float cpu);   
39.     void setTSPtag(std::string tag);   
40.    
41.     // Getters   
42.     std::string getOrigNode();   
43.     std::string getDestNode();   
44.     float getReqBandwidth();   
45.     float getReqDelay();   
46.     float getReqHopCPU();   
47.     std::string getTSPtag();   
48. };   
49.    
50. #endif /* VLINK_H_ */   
 
A.IV.13. VLink.cpp 
 
1. /*  
2.  * VLink.cpp  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: 27/12/2013  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
6.  */   
7.    
8. #include "VLink.h"   
9. #include <string>   
10.    
11. /*  
12.  *----- CONSTRUCTORS -----  
13.  */   
14.    
15. // Default constructor   
16. VLink::VLink() {   
17.     origNode = "";   
18.     destNode = "";   
19.     reqBW = 0.0f;   
20.     reqDelay = 0.0f;   
21.     reqHopCPU = 0.0f;   
22.     TSPtag = "";   
23. }   
24.    
25. // Initialized constructor   
26. VLink::VLink(std::string orig, std::string dest, float bw, float dl,   
27.         float cpu, std::string tag) {   
28.     origNode = orig;    // Initialize origin node   
29.     destNode = dest;    // Initialize destination node   
30.     reqBW = bw;         // Initialize required link's bandwidth   
31.     reqDelay = dl;      // Initialize required link's delay   
32.     reqHopCPU = cpu;    // Initialize required hidden hop CPU   
33.     TSPtag = tag;       // Initialize bidirectional tag   
34. }   
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35.    
36. /*  
37.  *----- DESTRUCTOR -----  
38.  */   
39.    
40. // Default destructor   
41. VLink::~VLink() {   
42. }   
43.    
44.    
45. /*  
46.  *----- SETTERS -----  
47.  */   
48.    
49. // Setter for the origin node (origNode)   
50. void VLink::setOrigNode(std::string name) {   
51.     origNode = name;   
52. }   
53.    
54. // Setter for the destination node (destNode)   
55. void VLink::setDestNode(std::string name) {   
56.     destNode = name;   
57. }   
58.    
59. // Setter for the required link bandwidth   
60. void VLink::setReqBandwidth(float bw) {   
61.     reqBW = bw;   
62. }   
63.    
64. // Setter for the required link delay   
65. void VLink::setReqDelay(float dl) {   
66.     reqDelay = dl;   
67. }   
68.    
69. // Setter for the required CPU in hidden hop nodes   
70. void VLink::setReqHopCPU(float cpu) {   
71.     reqHopCPU = cpu;   
72. }   
73.    
74. // Setter for the "Try same path" tag   
75. void VLink::setTSPtag(std::string tag) {   
76.     TSPtag = tag;   
77. }   
78.    
79. /*  
80.  *----- GETTERS -----  
81.  */   
82.    
83. // Getter for the origin node (origNode)   
84. std::string VLink::getOrigNode() {   
85.     return origNode;   
86. }   
87.    
88. // Getter for the destination node (destNode)   
89. std::string VLink::getDestNode() {   
90.     return destNode;   
91. }   
92.    
93. // Getter for the required link bandwidth   
94. float VLink::getReqBandwidth() {   
95.     return reqBW;   
96. }   
97.    
98. // Getter for the required link delay   
99. float VLink::getReqDelay() {   
100.    return reqDelay;   
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101. }   
102.   
103. // Getter for the required CPU in hidden hop nodes   
104. float VLink::getReqHopCPU() {   
105.    return reqHopCPU;   
106. }   
107.   
108. // Getter for the fixed "Try same path" tag   
109. std::string VLink::getTSPtag() {   
110.    return TSPtag;   
111. }   
 
A.IV.14. NetReq.h 
 
1. /*  
2.  * NetReq.h  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: 27/12/2013  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
6.  */   
7.    
8. #ifndef NETREQ_H_   
9. #define NETREQ_H_   
10.    
11. #include "VNode.h"   
12. #include "VLink.h"   
13.    
14. class NetReq {   
15.    
16. public:   
17.     // Virtual Network definition   
18.     float startTime;            // Start of the request   
19.     float duration;             // Duration of the request   
20.     int maxDepthExpl;           // Maximum depth of history in path exploration 
21.     std::vector<int> metrics; // Set of applied metrics   
22.     std::vector<int> synthesis;   // Set of applied synthesis   
23.     std::vector<VNode> vNodes;    // Set of virtual nodes   
24.     std::vector<VLink> vLinks;    // Set of virtual links   
25.    
26.     // Constructor   
27.     NetReq();   
28.    
29.     // Destructor   
30.     ~NetReq();   
31.    
32.     // Methods   
33.     float getWeightedDemand(int weightCPU, int weightBW);   
34.     bool findVLink(std::string orig, std::string dest, unsigned int &pos);   
35.     bool findVNode(std::string name, unsigned int &pos);   
36. };   
37.    
38. #endif /* NETREQ_H_ */   
 
A.IV.15. NetReq.cpp 
 
1. /*  
2.  * NetReq.cpp  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: 27/12/2013  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
6.  */   
7.    
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8. #include <vector>   
9. #include <iostream>     // std::cout   
10. #include "NetReq.h"   
11. #include "VNode.h"   
12. #include "VLink.h"   
13.    
14. // Default constructor   
15. NetReq::NetReq() : startTime(0), duration(0), maxDepthExpl(0) {   
16. }   
17.    
18. // Destructor   
19. NetReq::~NetReq() {   
20. }   
21.    
22. // Method to find the weighted demand. By now, for only two metrics: CPU and BW 
23. float NetReq::getWeightedDemand(int weightCPU, int weightBW) {   
24.     // Float used to store the weighted total demand   
25.     float totalDemand = 0;   
26.     // Counter   
27.     unsigned int j;   
28.     // Node CPU demand calculation   
29.     for (j = 0; j < vNodes.size(); j++)   
30.     {   
31.         // Addition of the weighted node CPU request to the total demand   
32.         totalDemand = totalDemand + vNodes[j].getReqCPU() * weightCPU;   
33.     }   
34.     // Node BW demand calculation   
35.     for (j = 0; j < vLinks.size(); j++)   
36.     {   
37.         // Addition of the weighted link bandwidth request to the total demand  
38.         totalDemand = totalDemand + vLinks[j].getReqBandwidth() * weightBW;   
39.     }   
40.     // Once obtained the final value, it is returned   
41.     return totalDemand;   
42. }   
43.    
44. // Method to find a virtual link by its origin and destination nodes   
45. bool NetReq::findVLink(std::string orig, std::string dest, unsigned int &pos) { 
46.     unsigned int i = 0; // Iterator   
47.     do {   
48.         // If there is a match   
49.         if ((vLinks[i].getOrigNode() == orig) && (vLinks[i].getDestNode() ==   
50.                 dest))   
51.         {   
52.             pos = i; // The position in the list is saved   
53.             return true; // The link has been found   
54.         }   
55.         i++; // The iterator is increased   
56.     } while (i < vLinks.size());  // Repeat for all the links in the list   
57.     return false; // The link was not found   
58. }   
59.    
60. // Method to find a virtual node by its name   
61. bool NetReq::findVNode(std::string name, unsigned int &pos) {   
62.     unsigned int i = 0; // Iterator   
63.     do {   
64.         // If there is a match   
65.         if (vNodes[i].getNodeName() == name)   
66.         {   
67.             pos = i; // The position in the list is saved   
68.             return true; // The link has been found   
69.         }   
70.         i++; // The iterator is increased   
71.     } while (i < vNodes.size());  // Repeat for all the links in the list   
72.     return false; // The link was not found   
73. }   
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A.IV.16. TGen.cpp 
 
1. /*  
2.  * TGen.cpp  
3.  *  
4.  *  Created on: 05/04/2014  
5.  *      Author: Santiago Escriche FernÃƒÂ¡ndez  
6.  */   
7.    
8. #include <sys/time.h>   
9. #include <sys/file.h>   
10. #include <iostream>   
11. #include <csignal>   
12. #include <string>   
13. #include <stdio.h>   
14. #include <unistd.h>   
15. #include <vector>   
16. #include <fstream>   
17. #include <limits>   
18. #include <algorithm>   
19. #include <ctime>   
20. #include <sstream>   
21. #include <errno.h>   
22.    
23. #include "Elements/Substrate/Node.h"   
24. #include "Elements/Substrate/Link.h"   
25. #include "External/rapidxml-1.13/rapidxml.hpp"   
26.    
27. using namespace rapidxml;   
28.    
29. // SN data   
30. std::vector<Node> netNodes;       // Set of nodes   
31. std::vector<Link> netLinks;       // Set of links   
32. //clock_t start;   
33. time_t timer;   
34. // Boolean to control the execution of the allocation and deallocation   
35. // methods   
36. volatile bool stop = false;   
37. // Path to the network sources   
38. std::string sourcePath;   
39. // Path to the VNR directory   
40. std::string vnrPath;   
41. // String that stores the filename of the Substrate Network file   
42. std::string networkMap;   
43. double maxVNR;   
44. // Integers for simulation settings   
45. int seed, minDepth, maxDepth;   
46. // Floats for VNR random values   
47. float minSleep, maxSleep, minDuration, maxDuration, multCPU, minCPU, maxCPU,   
48.     multBW, minBW, maxBW, multDelay, minDelay, maxDelay, multHHCPU, minHHCPU,   
49.     maxHHCPU;   
50. // Metric set   
51. std::vector<std::string> metrics;   
52.    
53. // Signal to end the Generator. Use Ctr + C   
54. void catch_signal(int sig_num)   
55. {   
56.     // Set the volatile boolean to true. The threads will exit from   
57.     // loop and terminate.   
58.     std::cout << "Signal received. The program will stop..." << std::endl;   
59.     stop = true;   
60. }   
61.    
62. // Method to convert floats to string   
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63. std::string floatToString (float number){   
64.     std::ostringstream buff;   
65.     buff<<number;   
66.     return buff.str();   
67. }   
68.    
69. // Method to generate a random float   
70. float randomFloat(float a, float b) {   
71.     float random = ((float) rand()) / (float) RAND_MAX;   
72.     float diff = b - a;   
73.     float r = random * diff;   
74.     return a + r;   
75. }   
76.    
77. // Method to load the user settings   
78. void loadSettings(std::string fileName) {   
79.     std::fstream fileConf(fileName.c_str());   
80.     std::string line;   
81.     int counter = 0;   
82.     // Initialization of paths   
83.     while(getline(fileConf, line))   
84.     {   
85.         // The white space from the beginning of the string is trimmed   
86.         line.erase(line.begin(), std::find_if(line.begin(), line.end(),   
87.                 std::not1(std::ptr_fun<int, int>(isspace))));   
88.         // Avoid reading comments   
89.         if(line[0] == '#')   
90.             continue;   
91.         else   
92.         {   
93.             switch (counter)   
94.             {   
95.                 // Path to main data folder   
96.                 case 0:   
97.                     sourcePath = line;   
98.                     counter++;   
99.                     break;   
100.                // Substrate network scenario   
101.                case 1:   
102.                    networkMap = sourcePath + "/Substrate/" + line;   
103.                    counter++;   
104.                    break;   
105.                // Simulation Seed   
106.                case 2:   
107.                    seed = atoi(line.c_str());   
108.                    counter++;   
109.                    break;   
110.                // Maximum amount of VNR generated per run   
111.                case 3:   
112.                    maxVNR = atoi(line.c_str());   
113.                    counter++;   
114.                    break;   
115.                // Minimum time among requests   
116.                case 4:   
117.                    minSleep = atof(line.c_str());   
118.                    counter++;   
119.                    break;   
120.                // Maximum time among requests   
121.                case 5:   
122.                    maxSleep = atof(line.c_str());   
123.                    counter++;   
124.                    break;   
125.                // Minimum duration of the requests   
126.                case 6:   
127.                    minDuration = atof(line.c_str());   
128.                    counter++;   
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129.                    break;   
130.                // Maximum duration of the requests   
131.                case 7:   
132.                    maxDuration = atof(line.c_str());   
133.                    counter++;   
134.                    break;   
135.                // Minimum depth exploration   
136.                case 8:   
137.                    minDepth = atoi(line.c_str());   
138.                    counter++;   
139.                    break;   
140.                // Maximum depth exploration   
141.                case 9:   
142.                    maxDepth = atoi(line.c_str());   
143.                    counter++;   
144.                    break;   
145.                // Terminal CPU units multiplier   
146.                case 10:   
147.                    multCPU = atof(line.c_str());   
148.                    counter++;   
149.                    break;   
150.                // Minimum Terminal CPU requested   
151.                case 11:   
152.                    minCPU = atof(line.c_str());   
153.                    counter++;   
154.                    break;   
155.                // Maximum Terminal CPU requested   
156.                case 12:   
157.                    maxCPU = atof(line.c_str());   
158.                    counter++;   
159.                    break;   
160.                // BW units multiplier   
161.                case 13:   
162.                    multBW = atof(line.c_str());   
163.                    counter++;   
164.                    break;   
165.                // Minimum BW requested   
166.                case 14:   
167.                    minBW = atof(line.c_str());   
168.                    counter++;   
169.                    break;   
170.                // Maximum BW requested   
171.                case 15:   
172.                    maxBW = atof(line.c_str());   
173.                    counter++;   
174.                    break;   
175.                // Delay units multiplier   
176.                case 16:   
177.                    multDelay = atof(line.c_str());   
178.                    counter++;   
179.                    break;   
180.                // Minimum Delay requested   
181.                case 17:   
182.                    minDelay = atof(line.c_str());   
183.                    counter++;   
184.                    break;   
185.                // Maximum Delay requested   
186.                case 18:   
187.                    maxDelay = atof(line.c_str());   
188.                    counter++;   
189.                    break;   
190.                // Hidden Hops CPU units multiplier   
191.                case 19:   
192.                    multHHCPU = atof(line.c_str());   
193.                    counter++;   
194.                    break;   
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195.                // Minimum Hidden Hops CPU requested   
196.                case 20:   
197.                    minHHCPU = atof(line.c_str());   
198.                    counter++;   
199.                    break;   
200.                // Maximum Hidden Hops CPU requested   
201.                case 21:   
202.                    maxHHCPU = atof(line.c_str());   
203.                    counter++;   
204.                    break;   
205.            }   
206.        }   
207.    }   
208. }   
209.   
210. // Method to write the generated requests   
211. void writeVNRequest(float startTime, float duration, int depth,   
212.        std::vector<int> nodeList, float cpu, float bw, float delay,   
213.        float hhCPU) {   
214.    // Obtaining the current time to set the timestamp   
215.    struct timeval tv;   
216.    time_t nowtime;   
217.    struct tm *nowtm;   
218.    char tmbuf[64], buf[64];   
219.    gettimeofday(&tv, NULL);   
220.    nowtime = tv.tv_sec;   
221.    nowtm = localtime(&nowtime);   
222.    strftime(tmbuf, sizeof tmbuf, "%Y-%m-%d_%H:%M:%S", nowtm);   
223.    snprintf(buf, sizeof buf, "%s.%06ld", tmbuf, tv.tv_usec);   
224.    // Creating the file name   
225.    std::string fileName = vnrPath + "VNR_" + buf + ".xml";   
226.    // Definition of the file id and the file lock   
227.    int fd;   
228.    struct flock lock;   
229.    // The file is created   
230.    fd = open(fileName.c_str(), O_CREAT | O_RDWR, 0666);   
231.    // If it was not possible to create the file   
232.    if (fd == -1)   
233.    {   
234.         /* Handle error */   
235.        exit (-1);   
236.    }   
237.    // The file lock is initialized   
238.    lock.l_type = F_WRLCK;   
239.    lock.l_whence  = SEEK_SET;   
240.    lock.l_start = 0;   
241.    lock.l_len = 0;   
242.    // If the lock was not granted   
243.    if (fcntl(fd, F_SETLK, &lock) == -1)   
244.    {   
245.        if (errno == EACCES || errno == EAGAIN)   
246.        {   
247.            printf("Already locked by another process\n");   
248.        }   
249.    }   
250.    else   
251.    { /* Lock was granted... */   
252.        // Write the file contents   
253.        std::string line = "<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"utf-8\"?>\n";   
254.        write(fd,line.c_str(),line.size());   
255.        line = "<VirtualNetwork>\n\t<StartTime>";   
256.        line.append(floatToString(startTime));   
257.        write(fd,line.c_str(),line.size());   
258.        line = "</StartTime>\n\t<Duration>";   
259.        line.append(floatToString(duration));   
260.        write(fd,line.c_str(),line.size());   
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261.        line = "</Duration>\n\t<MaxDepthExploration>";   
262.        line.append(floatToString(depth));   
263.        line.append("</MaxDepthExploration>\n\t<Metrics>\n");   
264.        write(fd,line.c_str(),line.size());   
265.        // Write the set of metrics   
266.        for (unsigned int i = 0; i < metrics.size(); i++)   
267.        {   
268.            line = "\t\t<Metric>";   
269.            line.append(metrics[i]);   
270.            line.append("</Metric>\n");   
271.            write(fd,line.c_str(),line.size());   
272.        }   
273.        line = "\t</Metrics>\n\t<Nodes>\n";   
274.        write(fd,line.c_str(),line.size());   
275.        // Write the set of nodes   
276.        for (unsigned int i = 0; i < nodeList.size(); i++)   
277.        {   
278.            line = "\t\t<Node>\n\t\t\t<Name>";   
279.            line.append(netNodes[nodeList[i]].getNodeName());   
280.            line.append("</Name>\n\t\t\t<CPU>");   
281.            line.append(floatToString(cpu));   
282.            line.append("</CPU>\n\t\t</Node>\n");   
283.            write(fd,line.c_str(),line.size());   
284.        }   
285.        line = "\t</Nodes>\n\t<Links>\n";   
286.        write(fd,line.c_str(),line.size());   
287.        // Write the set of links   
288.        for (unsigned int i = 0; i < nodeList.size() - 1; i++)   
289.        {   
290.            line = "\t\t<Link>\n\t\t\t<OrigNode>";   
291.            line.append(netNodes[nodeList[i]].getNodeName());   
292.            line.append("</OrigNode>\n\t\t\t<DestNode>");   
293.            line.append(netNodes[nodeList[i + 1]].getNodeName());   
294.            line.append("</DestNode>\n\t\t\t<BW>");   
295.            line.append(floatToString(bw));   
296.            line.append("</BW>\n\t\t\t<Delay>");   
297.            line.append(floatToString(delay));   
298.            line.append("</Delay>\n\t\t\t<HidHopCPU>");   
299.            line.append(floatToString(hhCPU));   
300.            line.append("</HidHopCPU>\n\t\t\t<TSP>");   
301.            // Here can be applied different tags to mark bidirectional paths  
302.            line.append("</TSP>\n\t\t</Link>\n");   
303.            write(fd,line.c_str(),line.size());   
304.        }   
305.        line = "\t</Links>\n</VirtualNetwork>";   
306.        write(fd,line.c_str(),line.size());   
307.        // Edit the file lock to unlock it   
308.        lock.l_type = F_UNLCK;   
309.        lock.l_whence = SEEK_SET;   
310.        lock.l_start = 0;   
311.        lock.l_len = 0;   
312.        // If it was unable to unlock the file   
313.        if (fcntl(fd, F_SETLK, &lock) == -1)   
314.        {   
315.            /* Handle error */   
316.            exit (-1);   
317.        }   
318.        close(fd);   
319.    }   
320. }   
321.   
322. // Method to load the substrate network data of the scenario   
323. bool loadSubstrateNet(std::string fileName) {   
324.    // File containing the xml document   
325.    xml_document<> doc;   
326.    // Xml root node   
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327.    xml_node<> * root_node;   
328.    // Read the xml file into a vector   
329.    std::ifstream file (fileName.c_str());   
330.    std::vector<char> buffer((std::istreambuf_iterator<char>(file)),   
331.            std::istreambuf_iterator<char>());   
332.    buffer.push_back('\0');   
333.    // Parse the buffer using the xml file parsing library into doc   
334.    doc.parse<0>(&buffer[0]);   
335.    // Find the "Substrate Network" node   
336.    root_node = doc.first_node("SubstrateNetwork");   
337.    // Find the "Nodes" node   
338.    xml_node<> * Nodes_node = root_node->first_node("Nodes");   
339.    // Iterate over the network nodes   
340.    for (xml_node<> * netNode = Nodes_node->first_node("Node"); netNode;   
341.            netNode = netNode->next_sibling())   
342.    {   
343.        // Obtain the "Name" and "CPU" values   
344.        std::string nodeName (netNode->first_node("Name")->value());   
345.        std::string nodeCPU (netNode->first_node("CPU")->value());   
346.        float cpuValue = 0.0f;   
347.        if (nodeCPU == "Inf")   
348.            cpuValue = std::numeric_limits<float>::max();   
349.        else   
350.            cpuValue = atof(nodeCPU.c_str());   
351.   
352.        // A node object is created and added to the list of nodes   
353.        Node curNode (nodeName, cpuValue);   
354.        netNodes.push_back(curNode);   
355.    }   
356.    // Find the "Links" node   
357.    xml_node<> * Links_node = root_node->first_node("Links");   
358.    // Iterate over the network links   
359.    for (xml_node<> * netLink = Links_node->first_node("Link"); netLink;   
360.            netLink = netLink->next_sibling())   
361.    {   
362.        // Obtain the "Origin Node", "Destination Node", "Bandwidth" and   
363.        // "Delay" values   
364.        std::string origNode (netLink->first_node("OrigNode")->value());   
365.        std::string destNode (netLink->first_node("DestNode")->value());   
366.        float nodeBW = atof((netLink->first_node("BW")->value()));   
367.        float nodeDelay = atof((netLink->first_node("Delay")->value()));   
368.        // A link object is created and added to the list of links   
369.        Link curLink (origNode, destNode, nodeBW, nodeDelay);   
370.        netLinks.push_back(curLink);   
371.    }   
372.    return true;   
373. }   
374.   
375. // Main program   
376. int main() {   
377.    // Start the timer   
378.    time(&timer);   
379.    std::cout << "Starting generator...\nLoading scenario:" << std::endl;   
380.    // The configuration file is loaded   
381.    loadSettings("settings.conf");   
382.    // The seed for the simulation is set   
383.    srand (seed);   
384.   
385.    // Metric vector initializer (fixed by now)   
386.    metrics.push_back("Hops");   
387.    metrics.push_back("Delay");   
388.    metrics.push_back("BW");   
389.    metrics.push_back("CPU");   
390.   
391.    vnrPath = sourcePath + "/Virtual/";   
392.    std::cout << networkMap << "\n";   
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393.   
394.    // Network scenario load   
395.    loadSubstrateNet(networkMap);   
396.    // Signal declaration   
397.    signal(SIGINT, catch_signal);   
398.    // Definition of settings   
399.    int nodeOrig, nodeDest, depth;   
400.    float sleepTime, durationTime, bw, delay, hhCPU, cpu, curTime;   
401.    // List of nodes in the VNR   
402.    std::vector<int> nodeList;   
403.    // Number of VNR generated   
404.    double numReq = 0;   
405.    // Number of VNR to generate   
406.    double targetReq = maxVNR;   
407.   
408.    do   
409.    {   
410.        // Pseudo-randomize the VNR settings   
411.        sleepTime = randomFloat(minSleep, maxSleep);   
412.        durationTime = randomFloat(minDuration, maxDuration);   
413.        depth = randomFloat(minDepth, maxDepth);   
414.        nodeOrig = rand() % (netNodes.size() - 1);   
415.        nodeDest = rand() % (netNodes.size() - 1);   
416.   
417.        // Generate the new origin and destination nodes   
418.        nodeList.clear();   
419.        if (nodeOrig == nodeDest)   
420.        {   
421.            nodeDest++;   
422.            if (nodeDest == (int) netNodes.size())   
423.                nodeDest = 0;   
424.        }   
425.        nodeList.push_back(nodeOrig);   
426.        nodeList.push_back(nodeDest);   
427.   
428.        // Wait the random sleep time in milliseconds   
429.        usleep(sleepTime * 1000);   
430.   
431.        // Generating the rest of VNR random values   
432.        cpu = (randomFloat(minCPU, maxCPU)) * multCPU;   
433.        bw = (randomFloat(minBW, maxBW)) * multBW;   
434.        delay = (randomFloat(minDelay, maxDelay)) * multDelay;   
435.        hhCPU = (randomFloat(minHHCPU, maxHHCPU)) * multHHCPU;   
436.        curTime = std::difftime(time(0),timer);   
437.   
438.        // Create the request   
439.        writeVNRequest(curTime, durationTime, depth, nodeList, cpu, bw,   
440.                delay, hhCPU);   
441.        std::cout << "VNRequest " << numReq << " generated\n";   
442.        numReq++;   
443.   
444.        // If maxVNR is 0 it means that the generator must create requests   
445.        // until stopped manually   
446.        if (maxVNR == 0)   
447.            targetReq = numReq + 2;   
448.        if (numReq >= targetReq)   
449.            stop = true;   
450.    } while (!stop);   
451.   
452.    // Calculate the elapsed time   
453.    float seconds = std::difftime(time(0),timer);   
454.    std::cout << "The program finished properly. Elapsed time: " << seconds << 
455.            " seconds\n";   
456.   
457.    return 0;   
458. }   
